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Abstract

This paper presents the results of three field experiments comparing the perfor-
mance of referred and non-referred workers in an online marketplace. We hired ex-
perienced workers, asked them to refer other workers, and then hired all referred and
non-referred applicants. We find that referred workers perform substantially better
and have less turnover than non-referred workers. They also have significantly bet-
ter observable characteristics, but outperform and outlast non-referred workers even
conditional on these. The differences in performance and turnover between referred
and non-referred workers seem largely to be the result of selection: compared to non-
referred workers, referred workers perform better and persist longer even at a job to
which they are not referred at a firm where their referrer does not work. Teamwork
is important as well: referred workers are much more productive when working with
their own referrer than when working with someone else’s referrer; they then also work
longer hours and indicate more enjoyment of the job. We find in addition that more
productive workers make better referrals. Finally, workers who have closer relation-
ships with their referrers have worse resumes than referrals who are not as close, but
actually perform better.
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1 Introduction

A large empirical literature has shown that many workers find jobs through informal net-

works (e.g., Ioannides and Datcher Loury, 2004; Topa, 2011; Granovetter, 1995; Elliot, 1999;

Marsden, 2001; Miller and Rosenbaum, 1997).1 Theoretical literature (e.g., Calvo-Armengol

and Jackson, 2004; Montgomery, 1991) suggests that the use of referrals may disadvantage

workers without labor market connections; consistent with this, empirical findings show that

applicants who are not referred by current employees are much less likely than referred ap-

plicants to obtain a given position (e.g., Fernandez and Weinberg, 1997; Brown et al., 2012;

Blau and Robins, 1990).

Yet the prevalence of referrals suggests that firms likely benefit from their use. While

existing empirical work finds that referred workers have less turnover than non-referred

workers (e.g., Brown et al. 2012; Holzer, 1987; Coverdill, 1998; Simon and Warner, 1992;

Kirnan et al., 1989; Petersen et al, 2000; Datcher, 1983; Devine and Kiefer, 1991), it remains

divided on whether referred workers are more productive (e.g., Holzer, 1987; Blau, 1990;

Castilla, 2005; Burks et al., 2013). In this paper, we examine two potential benefits of

referrals for firms: (1) increased productivity and (2) lower turnover.2

We present the results of three field experiments in an online marketplace. The experi-

ments were designed to measure how referred job applicants measure up to their non-referred

counterparts in performance and turnover. Workers in all experiments were recruited the

same way. In brief, we hired experienced workers and solicited referrals from them; we then

hired their referrals and all non-referred applicants.

Whereas most of the existing empirical literature compares the performance of referred

and non-referred hires (where hires are of course a subset of all applicants), this design

facilitates comparisons between referred and non-referred applicants. Our motivation for in-

cluding all applicants is simple: if a firm knows that referred applicants are on average more

productive, it will incorporate this information in making hiring decisions. In order to be

hired, then, a non-referred applicant will have to look relatively better on other characteris-

tics. But because the hiring bar is higher for non-referred applicants, we may still observe

little or no difference in the ex post performance of the referred and non-referred workers

actually employed by the firm.

In all three experiments, we find that referrals contain information about worker quality

1Topa (2011) reports that ”[a] consensus estimate, based on studies that span the past three decades and
use a variety of data sources both from the U.S. and from other countries, is that at least half of all jobs are
typically found through informal contacts (...)”

2Firms may also use referrals to decrease the cost of recruiting and/or serve as a form of compensation
to existing workers; these potential motivations, however, lie outside the scope of this paper.
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that is not contained in workers’ resumes. Referred workers performed better and stayed

longer than non-referred workers. They also had better observable characteristics. But even

controlling for these characteristics, they still outperformed and outlasted their non-referred

counterparts.3

The heart of this paper lies is distinguishing among three explanations for performance

and turnover differences between referred and non-referred workers.4 The first explanation,

selection, says that the referred worker would perform better and stay longer at the firm even

if she had not been referred. This may be, for example, because high-ability, referring workers

also have high-ability friends (e.g., Montgomery, 1991), or because workers have private

information about their friends’ abilities and persistence and select relatively productive and

persistent contacts to refer (e.g., Beaman and Magruder, 2012).5

The second and third explanations, in contrast, emphasize how on-the-job interactions

with referrers might affect the productivity and turnover of referred workers. In the second,

peer influence, a referred worker exerts more effort and stays on at the firm longer when

working at the same firm as her referrer because she believes her performance and persistence

will affect her friend’s outcomes and/or their relationship (e.g., Kugler, 2003 and Heath,

2011). In the third, team production, a referred worker performs better and enjoys her job

more when working directly with her referrer.

We find that selection is important in explaining why referred workers outperform and

outlast non-referred workers. Even when working at a different firm to which they were not

referred and with which their referrers were not affiliated, the referred workers in our experi-

ment exhibited higher performance and lower turnover than their non-referred counterparts.

On-the-job interactions between referrers and their referrals, especially in team tasks, are

also important in explaining the performance differential. While we find only limited evidence

of peer influence on the job, we see substantial evidence of team production. A referred

worker performed much better when working with her own referrer than when working with

an equally qualified worker she did not previously know. When working with her own referrer,

she also worked longer and was more likely to report wanting to continue on that team.

3The online marketplace in which these experiments takes place is a unique setting in that we see workers’
entire resumes. Because interviews are relatively uncommon and workers and employers do not meet face-
to-face, we thus observe most characteristics that an actual employer would observe when making its hiring
decision.

4There is little empirical evidence on this question. A notable exception is the concurrent paper Burks
et al. (2013) which uses administrative data from firms. We return to this paper in the conclusion, where
we reconcile our findings with theirs.

5The experiments were designed so that referring workers had no information about the job itself at the
time they submitted their referrals. Our results thus speak to selection on, for example, general observable
and unobservable characteristics, and not to selection on match quality (i.e., workers referring friends who
would be a good fit for the particular job).
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All three field experiments took place on oDesk, the largest online labor market, with

over 2.5 million workers (Horton, 2013) and 35 million hours billed in 2012 (oDesk, 2013).

Our experiments exclusively used oDesk workers living in the Philippines. In each of the two

main experiments, we first hired moderately- and highly-qualified workers with experience

in the marketplace. Once hired, these workers completed a short task unrelated to the tasks

in the experiment and were then asked to refer other workers to our firm. About half of

the original hires (48%) provided a referral.6 We then simultaneously invited the referred

workers and a random sample of non-referred workers to apply. We hired all referred and

non-referred applicants and asked the three types of hires (referrers, referred workers, and

non-referred workers) to perform either an individual task (in the individual experiment) or

a team task (in the team experiment).

The individual experiment distinguishes between selection and peer influence. All referred

and non-referred workers in this experiment completed a short task every other day over the

course of twelve days, testing an airline flight website by answering a few questions about

the flights listed on the site. Meantime, referrers completed a different task over the same

period. At the end of the twelve days, all workers were asked to indicate if they would like

to continue with the firm.

Before beginning the task, referred workers were randomized, along with their referrers,

into one of two treatment groups. Treatment 1 was designed to maximize peer influence. In

this treatment, the referrer was sent an update about her referral’s performance after each

day of work; the referred worker knew her referrer would be receiving these updates. We

also told each referrer in Treatment 1 that she was being considered for a promotion and

implied that her referral’s performance (and willingness to continue working for us) would

influence her likelihood of promotion. Treatment 2, in contrast, was designed to minimize

peer influence. In this treatment, the referred worker was told her referrer would never

know how she performed. While the referrer was being considered for a promotion, she

was told explicitly she would be judged on her own merits and not the performance of her

referral. The experiment was designed so that the difference in referred worker performance

between Treatments 1 and 2 would identify the effects of peer influence while the difference

in performance between non-monitored (Treatment 2) referred workers and non-referred

workers would identify the effects of selection.

We find in the individual experiment that referred workers perform much better than

non-referred workers and have substantially lower turnover. For example, non-monitored

(Treatment 2) referred workers submitted a response 76% of days, while non-referred workers

submitted a response only 63% of days. Moreover, 95% of non-monitored referred workers

6As compared to those who did not refer, referring workers looked better on observable characteristics.
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indicated they wanted to continue the task versus 73% of non-referred workers. These effects

remain large and significant when we control for the differences in observable characteristics

between referred and non-referred workers. And they persist even after controlling also for

performance in the first third of the job. This suggests that the referral provides information

to employers that could not easily be gathered by observables or initial job performance.

Relative to non-monitored (Treatment 2) referred workers, monitored (Treatment 1) re-

ferred workers performed slightly better still, but the difference was not statistically signif-

icant. Monitored referred workers were also no more likely to want to continue working for

the firm, perhaps because they disliked being monitored.

Since even non-monitored (Treatment 2) referred workers may have faced some subtle

peer influence in the individual experiment, we ran a supplemental experiment four months

later to estimate pure selection.7 Here, we made job offers to all referred and non-referred

workers from a new firm that had no affiliation with the firm from the individual experiment

and had no contact with any of the referrers. The task in this supplemental experiment,

moreover, was designed to be credibly different from that in the individual experiment,

though it similarly measured both diligence over time and willingness to stay on at the firm.

The supplemental experiment provides the strongest evidence that selection is a key

driver in the superior performance and persistence of referred workers. Even at a firm

to which they had not been referred and at which their referrers did not work, referred

workers exhibited substantially higher performance and lower turnover than non-referred

workers. The effects remain large and significant regardless of whether we restrict attention

to workers who replied explicitly to our offer of employment, and are robust also to the

inclusion of controls for workers’ observable characteristics.

Our third experiment, the team experiment, isolates the effect of team production. Every

worker was paired with a partner and asked to work with that assigned partner to create

a single, shared slogan for a public service announcement (PSA). Each of the partners was

given a different information sheet containing a distinct criteria for the slogan (e.g., be

written in all capital letters, be exactly three words long). We asked the partners to use the

chat box provided to discuss their slogan and then each to submit the same slogan, which

should have satisfied the criteria on the two information sheets.

Workers in the team experiment completed three PSA tasks, each with a different partner.

Every referrer participated exactly once in the each of three different team types: a Type A

team in which she was paired with her own referral, a Type B team in which she was paired

with someone else’s referral, and a Type C team in which she was paired with a non-referred

7Recall that in the individual experiment, all referred workers knew that they had been referred and that
their referrer was working at the same firm.
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worker. We measured performance in each pairing and, after all three PSAs were completed,

also asked workers with which partner(s) they would want to work again.

As in the individual experiment, referred workers outperformed non-referred workers,

even when both types of workers were assigned partners they did not previously know.

When each working with someone else’s referrer, the referred worker was 31 percentage

points more likely than the non-referred workers to submit any slogan and 14 percentage

point more likely to submit the same slogan as her partner. Only about a fourth of these

differences can be explained away with differences in observable characteristics.

A referred worker performed even better still when paired with her own referrer. Though

she was only slightly more likely to actually complete the task when matched with her own

referrer than when matched with someone else’s referrer, she was more than twice as likely

to include the same slogan as her partner and nearly twice as likely to have that slogan meet

both criteria. She also worked longer hours when paired with her own referrer and was much

more likely to want to work again with that partner.

Across the three experiments, we explore which type of referrals are most informative.

We find that those referred by high-performing workers perform particularly well themselves.

Part of this can be explained by a tendency among referrers to refer workers with observ-

able characteristics similar to their own. That is, referrers with stronger resumes on average

provide referrals with stonger resumes. But even controlling for workers’ observable char-

acteristics, those referred by high-performers tended to perform better themselves. This is

not, moreover, simply the result of common shocks potentially faced by both a referrer and

her referral: a referrer’s performance in the individual experiment positively predicts her

referral’s performance four months later in the supplemental experiment.

Referred workers who have close relationships with their referrers also perform particu-

larly well. At the time of referral, we asked the referrer three questions about the referrer-

referral relationship: how well the referrer knows the referral, how many friends they have in

common, and how often they interact. A referred worker who is less close with her referrer as

measured by these characteristics looks better on paper than one with a closer relationship.

Nevertheless, it is the worker who is closer to her referrer who performs better, even before

controlling for observable characteristics.

Finally, we use our experimental data to simulate how the information provided in the

referral would change whom employers would choose to hire. We first simulate which workers

employers would hire if they observed only workers’ resumes, but not referral status. We

then simulate which workers employers would hire if they observed both resumes and referral

status.8

8We here assume that employers know the relationship between observable characteristics and referral
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Since referred workers have better observable characteristics, an employer would dispro-

portionately hire from the pool of referred workers even without observing referral status.

But the fraction of non-referred workers hired would drop much lower still if the employer

observed referral status as well. The firm would then only hire a particularly select sample

of non-referred workers (i.e., those with very positive observable characteristics); referred

workers, meantime, would be subject to a much lower hiring standard. The performance of

the referred workers taken on by the firm would not differ significantly from the performance

of the non-referred workers hired. Thus, if we had only observed a pool of hired workers

(rather than all applicants) and did not observe all of the characteristics employers used

to make hiring decisions, we would come to the erroneous conclusion that referrals do not

contain much information about worker quality.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the online marketplace

and the sample selection for our experiments. The three subsequent sections describe the

design and results each from the individual experiment (Section 3), the supplemental exper-

iment (Section 4), and the team experiment (Section 5). Section 6 analyzes how referrers’

performance and the referrer-referral relationship predict performance of the referred worker.

Section 7 simulates how referrals would affect hiring. Section 8 concludes.

2 Experimental Context and Recruitment Design

2.1 Online Marketplace

oDesk is an online marketplace where employers, mostly from the United States, hire inde-

pendent contractors from all over the world for tasks such as administrative support, website

development, and software development. These workers are accustomed to developing long-

standing relationships with firms. Prior to our experiment, the average job taken on by the

group of experienced workers we hired paid $222 and lasted 78 working hours.

Workers create an online resume with their skills and qualifications. Resumes typically

include previous oDesk jobs held, a one-to-five average feedback score from these jobs, and

a proposed wage. Many also list other qualifications such as degrees held and oDesk tests

passed. Figure 1 shows a sample oDesk resume.

Employers, meanwhile, post job listings. They choose whether they want any oDesk

worker to be able to apply and/or whether they want to invite a specific set workers to

apply. They also decide which of the two oDesk job types, hourly and fixed wage jobs, they

want to offer. Hourly jobs are the more popular type of job and the type used throughout our

status and performance.
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experiments. In these jobs, workers propose an hourly wage when they apply. Employers

choose which workers to hire after observing their resumes and proposed wages. Hired

workers report when they are working and oDesk monitors that they are actually working

by taking screenshots and analyzing keystroke volume. Workers are then paid their set

hourly wage for the time worked regardless of output quality.9

Many workers have friends and relatives who also work on oDesk. There is at present

no explicit referral mechanism on oDesk. However, employers can solicit referrals from their

current workers and workers can suggest people they know to their employers.

2.2 Recruiting Workers

We recruited workers for the individual and team experiments in the same way. We first

invited a random sample of oDesk workers who (1) were from the Philippines, (2) listed

an hourly wage of $5 or less on their resume, (3) had earned $50 or more on oDesk, and

(4) had a average job feedback score of 4 or higher to apply to our job.10 We told these

workers very little about the task, only that we were hiring “for a variety of ongoing ad-

ministrative support tasks of varying durations” and that we were looking for “diligent and

highly-motivated individuals who are competent in the English language and interested in

an ongoing relationship with our firm.” We also told them that the position came with the

possibility of promotion to managerial roles. We hired all workers who applied within 48

hours at an hourly wage of $3 or less.

We told these original hires that they would need to visit our website to initialize the

job. The initialization step was intended to give workers some connection to our firm and to

weed out the least responsive workers. We then asked the workers who initialized to refer up

to three other oDesk workers who were “highly-qualified” and who they thought would “do

a good job and be interested in an ongoing relationship with our firm.”11 On each referral

form we included questions about how well the referrer knew her referral, how often they

interacted (remotely and/or or in person), and how many people they knew in common. We

also asked if they ever worked in the same room. Since referrers might have more easily

monitored and/or collaborated with referrals working in the same room, we eliminated from

our sample every referral who ever worked in the same room as her referrer.

We then invited to our job each referred worker who listed an hourly wage of $5 or less.12

9In fixed wage jobs, workers and employers agree on a price for the entire job and employers have discretion
over how much to pay at the end.

10Our sample includes only workers from the Philippines because we wanted all workers in the team task
to be able to communicate easily.

11We fired the 5% of workers who did not initialize.
12Every worker who was referred was located in the Philippines.
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We simultaneously invited also a random sample of oDesk workers from the Philippines with

hourly wages of $5 or less.13 We hired all referred and non-referred workers who applied

within 48 hours and proposed a wage of $3 or less.14

This recruiting process, used for both of the main experiments, produced an experimental

sample with three types of workers: referred workers, non-referred workers, and ”referrers”

(i.e., workers who made a successful referral).15 In the supplemental experiment, we made

job offers to all referred and non-referred workers from the individual experiment; no referrers

were included.

3 Descriptive Statistics

Panel A of Table 1 describes the characteristics of three groups of workers: (1) workers who

referred anyone (regardless of whether their referral worked in the same room, met our wage

threshold, or was hired for the position), (2) workers who were asked to refer, but referred

no one, and (3) referrers (workers who made a successful referral). Because of our baseline

criteria, all three groups are relatively experienced. On average, they have been on oDesk

for just under two years, held about twelve jobs, and earned nearly $3,000.

Workers who referred someone look better than those who did not. They tended to be

more experienced on oDesk, with about 20% higher earnings and 14% more jobs. They were

more likely to have posted a portfolio of their prior work on oDesk and on average listed

more academic degrees, had passed more oDesk tests, and had slightly higher oDesk feedback

scores. Workers who referred someone also tended to post a higher wage on their resumes,

though they did not request significantly higher wages for our jobs.

Panel B of Table 1 describes the characteristics of three other groups of workers: (1) all

referred workers, regardless of whether they met our criteria, (2) included referred workers,

and (3) included non-referred workers. All three groups look substantially less experienced

than the experienced workers in Panel A.

13We eliminated from the both pool of referred invites and the pool of non-referred invites any workers
who had already been invited as a potential referrer.

14We designed the recruitment process so that when referrers were submitting their referrals, they had
no information about our actual tasks. The initialization step, for example, was unrelated to the tasks
themselves. From their own invitation to apply and from our request for referrals, referrers did know that
we were hiring for a variety of ongoing administrative support tasks of varying durations” and that we
were looking for “diligent and highly-qualified individuals who are competent in the English language and
interested in an ongoing relationship with our firm.” However, all invited workers saw this same description
on our job posting. Burks et al. (2013) conclude that selection on match quality is important. In our
context, there is no scope for selection on match quality, since referred workers knew nothing about the job
before referring.

15Workers who did not refer anyone or who referred a worker we did not hire performed a different, shorter
task and are not included in the performance results.
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Included referred and non-referred workers also look very different from each other. While

64% of included referred workers had prior experience, only 28% of included non-referred

workers did. Referred workers’ prior earnings were nearly triple those of non-referred workers

and, conditional on having a feedback score, their feedback scores were about 10% higher.

Despite being seemingly more experienced and qualified than non-referred workers, referred

workers posted wages on their resumes that were 25% lower than those posted by non-referred

workers. They also proposed significantly lower wages to our job. Referred workers were

in addition much more responsive to our invitation to apply: while 68% of referred workers

we invited applied to our job, only 6% of invited non-referred workers applied. Thus, using

referrals appears to be an easy way to identify workers with good resumes who are willing

to do the job inexpensively.

4 Individual Experiment

4.1 Design: Identifying Selection and Peer Monitoring

The task for the individual experiment was designed to measure referred and non-referred

workers’ diligence when working alone on a project. We designed our task to emphasize

diligence because ”showing up” to work and completing tasks in a timely manner are key

determinants of success for low-skilled workers, both in more general labor markets and on

oDesk.16 We also designed the task to measure worker turnover since decreased turnover is

emphasized as a benefit of hiring referrals in the literature (e.g., Brown et al. 2012; Holzer,

1987; Datcher, 1983). The treatments, meantime, were designed to parse out the extent to

which observed differences in workers’ performance and turnover were driven by selection

versus peer monitoring.

All referred and non-referred workers completed the same task. We told them they would

be testing for an airline flights website, and asked that they visit the site every other day for

twelve days (six visits total) and answer the questions therein.17 For each worker on each

day, the site displayed a table with a randomly-generated set of ten flights. Each flight was

identified by a flight number and included a departure and arrival city, price, and number

16Mercer (2010), for example, estimates that employee absences cost employers 35% of payroll costs.
On oDesk, Pallais (2013) finds that revealing that a worker completed a prior data entry task by the
deadline significantly improves their subsequent labor market outcomes, while revealing that she did not meet
the deadline substantially worsens them. In contrast, revealing that workers entered the data particularly
accurately or inaccurately does not affect employers’ hiring decisions.

17The tasks for all three experiments were chosen to be similar to tasks that are common on oDesk. In
particular, many jobs on oDesk require visiting websites and answering questions about them.
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of available seats. Just below the flights table were six fill-in-the-blank questions (e.g., the

flight number of the cheapest flight). The questions were the same each day, but the correct

answers changed with the set of flights shown. Figure 2 displays a sample flights table

followed by the questionnaire.

We told all referred and non-referred workers to complete the task on the assigned day and

asked, but did not require, that they complete each day’s task by 11am Philippine Time. We

also informed all referred and non-referred workers that we would send performance updates

to a manager after each working day reporting (1) whether they submitted a response on

the assigned day, (2) whether they submitted a response by 11am on that day, (3) whether

they answered all the questions, and (4) the percentage of working days they had met each

of these three performance criteria.

Referrers were randomized to Treatments 1 and 2. Each referred worker was assigned

the same treatment as her referrer. Treatment 1 was designed to facilitate monitoring of the

referred worker by her referrer while Treatment 2 was designed to minimize peer influence on

the referred worker. Referred workers in Treatment 1 were told that their daily performance

statistics would be sent to their referrer. Referred workers in Treatment 2, meantime, were

explicitly told that their referrer would never see their performance statistics.18

Referrers worked on a different task. We wanted to employ them for the duration of their

referrers’ contracts and we wanted them to understand the performance metrics we would

be sending out on their referrals. We thus asked them to answer questions on a website

every other day over the same time twelve day period and we assigned them a soft deadline

for submitting on each day. We did not, however, want the referrers to garner insights from

their own task with which they could potentially help their referrals. Thus, the referrers

visited a site that had a different login method, was focused on consumer products rather

than flights, and asked a different set of questions. Referrers also had a different soft deadline

(2pm Philippine Time).

To strengthen the treatment, we told all referrers before work began that they were being

considered for a higher-paying management position. We implied to referrers in Treatment

1 that their own employment prospects with the firm were dependent on their referrals’

performance.19 Referrers in Treatment 2 were also informed of the management position,

but were assured that they would be “judged on their own merits” and that the performance

18Recall that all referred and non-referred workers were told that their daily performance statistics would
be sent to a manager.

19All referrers were told position that would require being able to identify “high-ability workers interested
in an ongoing relationship with our firm”. When we told referrers in Treatment 1 about the position, we
also said that they would be daily performance updates on their referrals ”because we care about workers’
performance.”
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of their referral would in no way influence the promotion decision. As promised, we sent the

performance statistics of each referred worker in Treatment 1 to her respective referrer.20

At the end of the task, we invited all referred and non-referred workers to continue on

the same project.21

4.2 Performance and Persistence by Worker Type and Treatment

Table 2 shows that the randomization produced balanced samples between Treatment 1 and

Treatment 2 within both the referrer and referred worker samples. Out of 28 comparisons

between the two treatments groups, only one difference (agency affiliation of referred workers)

is significant at the 10% level.

Table 3 shows how monitored referred workers (Treatment 1), non-monitored referred

workers (Treatment 2), and non-referred workers compare on three measures of diligence and

our measure of persistence with the firm (the inverse of turnover). Each column presents the

results of regressing an outcome on an indicator for being a referred worker in Treatment 1,

(i.e., a referred worker monitored by her referrer) and an indicator for being a non-referred

worker (as opposed to a referred worker). The omitted group is referred workers in Treatment

2 (i.e., non-monitored referred workers). The first three metrics are the performance metrics.

Two are metrics workers were told the manager would see daily: an indicator for submitting

any response on a given day and an indicator for submitting the response by 11am.22 The

third performance metric is the fraction of questions answered correctly. (Non-responses are

marked as incorrect.) Each observation is a worker-day and standard errors are clustered at

the worker level. The dependent variable in the final column is an indicator for whether the

workers responded to our invitation to continue working at our firm after the twelve days of

initial work.

Referred workers consistently outperformed non-referred workers even when the referred

workers were not monitored. Non-monitored (Treatment 2) referred workers submitted re-

sponses on approximately three-quarters of assigned days; non-referred workers were 13

20We simultaneously sent all referred workers and non-referred workers’ performance statistics to the
manager.

21Reapplication updates by worker type and treatment mirrored performance updates. Each referred and
non-referred worker was told that the manager would receive an update on whether they accepted our offer to
apply. Referred workers in Treatment 1 were told this update would also go to their referrers while referred
workers in Treatment 2 were explicitly told their referrer would not see this information. To strengthen the
treatment, when we invited original workers in Treatment 1 to apply for the management position, we told
them that we had just invited their referrals to continue on with their task and hoped they would accept
our invitation. We invited original workers in Treatment 2 to apply for the management position as well,
but made no mention at all of their referrals.

22Workers were told the manager would also see whether they answered all questions, but since 99.8% of
submissions were complete, for parsimony we omit this metric from our tables.
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percentage points less likely to submit. And while those same referred workers submitted

on-time 56% of assigned days, the corresponding statistic for non-referred workers was only

48%. Referred workers were also much more likely to want to continue with our firm. While

almost all referred workers in Treatment 2 (95%) wanted to continue working with us, only

73% of non-referred workers expressed a desire to stay at the firm.

Across the three performance metrics, the coefficients on the Treatment 1 dummy suggest

that peer influence may lead referred workers to perform better still. Anecdotal evidence sug-

gests that referred workers in Treatment 1 were, in fact, monitored by their referrers. Many

Treatment 1 referrers replied to our daily performance reports and indicated a strong interest

in their referrals’ performance. They often apologized when their referrals had not completed

the task on the preceding day and/or had not completed it by the soft deadline, and assured

us they would encourage their referrals to do better on subsequent days. Nonetheless, all of

the performance differences between referred workers in Treatment 1 and referred workers in

Treatment 2 appear smaller than the differences between the referred workers in Treatment 2

and non-referred workers, and none is significant. The negative (though again insignificant)

coefficient on the Treatment 1 dummy in the final column suggests that referred workers

in Treatment 1 were, if anything, slightly less likely to be interested in continuing with the

firm, perhaps because they disliked being monitored.

The above results are from regressions with no controls (Panel A); although referred

workers have more positive observable characteristics than non-referred workers, Panel B

shows that the referral still has substantial predictive power even conditional on these char-

acteristics.23 Unsurprisingly given random assignment, adding control variables does not

affect the estimated differences between monitored and non-monitored referred workers.

The referrals provide the firm with information about worker quality; firms might also

get information about a worker’s quality by hiring the worker for some trial duration and

observing her performance directly. Longer trials almost certainly provide better informa-

tion, but at a direct wage cost to the firm. In Panel C, we ask whether the referral still has

predictive power even conditional on worker performance in the first third of the contract. In

the first three columns, we regress our three performance measures on indicators for worker

type and treatment, restricting now to the last four days of work and controlling for that

23The observable characteristics are as follows: an indicator for having any oDesk experience, total oDesk
earnings, the number of previous oDesk assignments, average oDesk feedback score, an indicator for not
having a feedback score, the wage listed on the worker’s resume, the number of days since joining oDesk,
the number of oDesk tests passed, the self-reported English skill level, an indicator for not reporting an
English skill level, an indicator for being affiliated with an agency of oDesk workers, the number of degrees
listed on the resume, and the wage proposed for this job. Although the characteristics are numerous and the
differences between referred and non-referred workers are large, as indicated by the R2 statistics in Panel B
of Table 3, these worker characteristics do not explain much of the variation in outcomes.
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same performance measure on each of the first two days.24 Because a worker’s performance

is highly correlated across days, controlling for her performance on the first two increases

the predictive power of the regression. But most differences in performance between referred

and non-referred workers remain large and significant when considering only the last four

days of work and controlling for performance in the first two.

The referral also provides information about worker persistence at the firm above and

beyond the information provided by performance throughout the full contract. In the final

column of Panel C, we regress re-application on indicators for worker type and treatment

controlling for each of our performance measures (submission, on-time submission, and ac-

curacy) on each of the six days, and include again controls for workers’ observable character-

istics. Even controlling for all our performance measures on all days, referred workers were

18 percentage points more likely than non-referred workers to want to continue on with the

firm.25

Figure 3 shows worker performance over the course of the experiment by worker type

and treatment. Submission rates of referred workers are consistently higher than those of

non-referred workers and both types of workers become less diligent over time. But diligence

falls off much more for non-referred workers. Thus, the performance gap between referred

and non-referred workers grows with time.

The performance gap between Treatment 1 and Treatment 2 referred workers, meantime,

is less stark (Figure 3). On the first day of work, before any performance reports had

been sent out, monitored and non-monitored referred workers performed equivalently. Peer

influence seemed to stem the drop-off in performance in days two, three, and four. By

day six, however, monitored referred workers were no more likely than their non-monitored

counterparts to submit. This might have been because by day six we had already invited

the referrers to continue on with our firm, thereby lowering their incentive to pressure their

referrals to perform.

Taken together, the results of the individual experiment suggest that selection is very

important. Even when referred workers are not monitored by their referrer, they perform

much better than non-referred workers and are more eager to continue on with the firm. The

referral, moreover, contains information that is not present on a worker’s resume or in the

first third of her contract.

24We still include here also controls for observable characteristics.
25Unreported coefficients in the final column of Panel C show that workers who performed better were

more likely to re-apply.
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5 Supplemental Experiment

5.1 Design: Isolating Selection

Even though each referrer in Treatment 1 was assured that she would be judged on her own

merits, and her referred worker was assured that the referrer would not see any performance

statistics, the performance and persistence of referred workers in either treatment may still

have been influenced by the presence of their referrers at the firm. Referred workers may

have, for example, felt grateful for having been referred and/or faced informal pressures

from their referrers, either of which could affect their performance and/or persistence in

the individual experiment. The supplemental experiment was designed eliminate any such

potential influences.

In the supplemental experiment, we measure the performance and persistence of referred

and non-referred workers when the referred workers did not know they had been referred.

Four months after the individual experiment, we created a firm with a different name, lo-

cation, job posting, and writing style from that of the individual experiment. None of the

referrers was contacted by this firm. To minimize selection, we sought to hire the maximum

possible number of referred and non-referred workers. We made direct job offers to all re-

ferred and non-referred worker from the original experiment and sent up to three reminders

to accept.26

Workers who accepted were given a task that, like the task of the individual experiment,

mostly measured individual diligence over time. They were asked to visit the Twitter pages

of three successful musicians and to answer a ten-question survey about those accounts every

day for five consecutive days (Monday through Friday).27 Most of each day’s task involved

reporting on the Twitter activity of the artist from the day before. For example, on Monday

the worker was to answer questions about the artists’ Twitter activity on Sunday. Although

we asked workers to complete the task on the correct day, we also accepted retroactive

submissions.28 Figure 4 displays the site and questionnaire. After the last assigned day of

work, we again invited workers to a continuation of the task.

26Each reminder went to all workers who had not yet responded.
27We assured workers they needed no knowledge of Twitter and explained where to find the important

information.
28At the beginning of each survey, we ask workers to report for which day they are submitting; upon

submission, the survey program auto-generates a time stamp with the actual date and time work was
received.
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5.2 Pure Selection Effects

More than three-fifths (61%) of workers from the individual experiment accepted our offer

and so were hired for the supplemental experiment; referred workers were significantly more

likely to accept. However, regardless of whether we include all individual experiment workers

in the analysis (counting those who did accept our offer for the supplemental as not submit-

ting work in the supplemental) or instead analyze performance conditional on accepting, our

key results remain unchanged: even working at a job for which they were not referred at a

firm with which their referrers were not affiliated, referred workers outperformed non-referred

workers and had less turnover.

The three performance metrics in the supplemental experiment mirror those of the in-

dividual experiment: an indicator for submitting a response on a given day, an indicator

for submitting that day’s response using on the correct day (analogous to the soft deadline

of the individual experiment in that it was requested, but not required), and the fraction

of questions answered correctly. Unconditional on accepting our employment offer, referred

workers were 18 percentage points more likely to submit a response and to submit with

on the correct day; they were also eight percentage points more accurate than non-referred

workers. In addition to performing better, referred workers were 24 percentage points more

likely than non-referred workers to apply for a continuation of the task (Table 4, Panel A).

Panel B shows the coefficients from the same regressions with the addition of controls for

worker characteristics. Controlling for observables reduces the magnitude of the coefficients,

but referred workers are still about 9 percentage points more likely to submit and about 12

percentage points more likely to reapply.

The results in Panels A and B include the entire sample of referred and non-referred

workers and do not condition on accepting our offer; Appendix Table 1 provides sugges-

tive evidence of, if anything, differentially positive selection of non-referred workers into

accepting. For each of the four main metrics from the individual experiment, we regress an

indicator for applying in the supplemental experiment on an indicator for being non-referred,

that metric, and the interaction of that metric and the non-referred dummy. The base group

is all referred workers. Each column uses a different performance metric: the fraction of

days the worker submitted work, the fraction of days she submitted for the correct day,

her average accuracy across days, and whether the she reapplied at the end of the individ-

ual experiment. The standard errors are large so many of the results are not significant.

However, the results suggest that workers who performed well in the main experiment were

substantially more likely to apply to a job at the new firm. For example, a referred worker

who submitted 100% of days in the individual experiment is estimated to be 16 percentage

points more likely to apply to the supplemental than a worker who never submitted work.
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The coefficient on the non-referred indicator is always negative and large, suggesting that

among workers who performed poorly, non-referred workers were much less likely to apply.

Finally, the interaction between performance and being non-referred is large and positive.

This is suggestive of positive selection of non-referred workers relative to referred workers.29

In Panel C of Table 4 we replicate Panel B conditional on accepting our offer. In this

sample, referred workers are 10 percentage points more likely to submit and 13 percentage

points more likely to reapply. However, given the results in Appendix Table 1, we might

expect the conditional results to underestimate slightly the true performance and turnover

differences between referred and non-referred workers.

The magnitudes of the conditional estimates from the supplemental experiment are sim-

ilar to those from the individual experiment, suggesting that the tasks were roughly com-

parable. Referred workers perform about as well here as did the non-monitored (Treatment

2) referred workers in the individual experiment. They submitted responses 76% of working

days and submitted on the correct day 74% of the time. The performance gap between

non-referred workers and referred workers is also similar to that of the individual experi-

ment. Moreover, as in the individual experiment, the gap between referred and non-referred

workers widened over the course the contracts (Figure 5).

6 Team Experiment

6.1 Design: Identifying Team Production

The team experiment was designed to determine whether referred workers outperform non-

referred workers in a task involving teamwork. And, if so, to determine how much of the

performance difference between referred and non-referred workers is due to the fact that re-

ferred workers may perform particularly well when working with their referrers than similarly-

talented workers they do not know (team production).

The task involved brainstorming and we encouraged (though did not mandate) teamwork.

Each worker was paired with three successive partners and asked to come up with a slogan

for a different public service announcement (PSA).30 The first PSA was to encourage driver

and passenger seat belt usage on the highway, the second was to encourage children to

29The final column investigates reapplication at the end of the individual main experiment. Unsurprisingly,
it shows that applying to continue the job at the end of the individual experiment is positively correlated
with applying to the job at the new firm. Conditional on reapplying at the end of the individual main
experiment, there are not large differences between referred and non-referred workers’ likelihood of applying
to this new job.

30As with the prior tasks, we chose this because there are many jobs on oDesk that task low-skill workers
with coming up with slogans.
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practice good dental hygiene, and the third was to encourage college students to get the flu

vaccine. For each PSA, we asked the worker to use the chat box we provided on our site to

communicate with their partner and to come up with a single slogan that they would both

submit through our online form. Figure 6 gives an example of what workers saw when they

logged in to the team task site.

Though a worker could complete the task without her partner, the task was designed so

that the best output necessitated teamwork. Each partner received a separate information

sheet. For the first PSA, for example, one partner received information on seat belts’ efficacy,

while the other received information about highway driving. The justification was that there

was a lot of information to process and that by giving each partner different information,

they would only have to read half as much. Each information sheet contained a specific

criteria we wanted the slogan to meet as well as a reason for that criteria. In the first round,

we told one partner that we wanted the slogan to be only three words long (so as not to

distract drivers) and we told the other that we wanted the slogan to be in all capital letters

(so drivers would be more responsive to it). In the second round, we told one partner to

use an emoticon in their slogan (to make dental hygiene seem more upbeat) and the other

to use the name of a real or fictitious person (since kids may respond to role models). In

the third, we told each partner we wanted one of four specific words included in the PSA;

one partner’s word choices emphasized that getting the flu shot would be quick, the other

partner’s work choices emphasized that flu shots are effective. We only told them beforehand

that the information sheet would contain information, not that it would contain a particular

criteria for the slogan. When workers’ submitted their slogans, we also asked them also to

answer an additional multiple choice question (five choices) about the slogan. This question

had no correct answer, but partners were instructed to give the same answer (i.e., what color

sign the PSA should be printed on, what type of lettering the slogan should be written in,

and where the PSA should be placed).

Each referrer was part of three different types of teams: (1) a Type A team, in which she

was paired with her own referral, (2) a Type B team, in which she was paired with someone

else’s referral, and (3) a Type C team, in which she was paired with a non-referred worker.

Referred workers worked with their own referrer when their referrer was in a Type A team

and with someone else’s referrer when their referrer was in a Type B team.31 Non-referred

workers worked with referrers for all three rounds; that is, they were always in Type C teams.

Because we thought worker performance may well be correlated not just between partners,

but also among partners’ partners, we placed workers into blocking groups. By definition,

31When their referrer was in a Type C team, referred workers worked with another referred worker in the
same position; results from this treatment are not presented.
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every worker in the blocking group only ever partnered with others in the same blocking

group. In all team experiment analyses, we cluster standard errors by blocking group.

Each blocking group had 14 workers: six referrers, six referred workers, and two non-

referred workers. The placement into blocking groups was random, except that a referrer

and her referral were always in the same group.32 Within a blocking group, the ordering of

team types was random. Within team type, the assigned partner was also random, where

relevant.

Because we wanted to measure how effectively workers worked with their partners, we

strongly encouraged each worker to complete each PSA. Unlike in the individual experiment,

in which we sent workers no reminders about the task, in the team experiment we sent up

to two reminders about each PSA to each worker who had not already submitted work.

Although the task was focused on team production, for comparison with the individ-

ual and supplemental experiments, we also included measures of individual diligence. For

example, we monitored whether each worker ever logged in to the site. And we asked an

individual question about information specific to the sheet she was provided.

In addition to measuring worker performance, we collected a proxy for worker enjoyment

of the partnered task and willingness to continue working with each partner. After the

worker had submitted her last PSA, we asked, “In case we have more tasks like this in the

future, which if any of the partners that you’ve worked with would you be interested in

working with again?” Workers could select all, none, or a subset of their partners.

6.2 Performance by Team Type

We compare individual and team performance metrics across the three different types of

teams: Type A teams (comprised of a referred worker and her referrer), Type B teams

(comprised of a referred worker and someone else’s referrer), and Type C teams (comprised

of a non-referred worker and a referrer).

Table 5 compares referred and non-referred worker performance across team types on

measures that do not rely on teamwork, but may be indicative of individual diligence: an

indicator for logging in to our site to see the given PSA task, an indicator for submitting

the day’s work, an indicator for correctly answering the question about their own individual

reading, and an indicator for including the criteria from their own information sheet in their

slogan.33 Each outcome is regressed on an indicator for being in a Type A team (a referred

32As in the individual experiment, we hired all referred workers who met the selection criteria, but only one
randomly-selected referral from each referrer was included in this experiment. We also hired all non-referred
workers who applied, but randomly selected 94 for inclusion in the blocking groups; the rest completed a
different task and are not included in the results.

33If they did not answer the question about their reading, they are marked as not answering it correctly.
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worker paired with her own referrer) and an indicator for being in a Type C team (a non-

referred worker paired with a referrer). The omitted group contains workers in Type B

teams (a referred worker paired with someone else’s referrer). In these diligence measures,

we consider only referred and non-referred workers. Because their performance does not

vary much across team types, referrers are not included in the table.34 Each observation is

a partner pair; recall that each worker completed three successive partner pairs.

On average, referred workers performed well on these diligence measures. When on a

Type B team (paired with someone else’s referrer), referred workers logged in 88% of the

time, submitted 84% of the time, and correctly answered their own question 76% of the time,

although less than half (44%) included their individual criteria in the slogan (Panel A).35

Non-referred workers, meantime, were substantially less diligent than referred workers, even

when neither was working with a partner they previously knew. As compared to referred

workers in Type B teams, non-referred workers (all on Type C teams) were approximately 30

percentage points less likely to log in to the site, to submit a slogan, and to correctly answer

their individual question. They were also 14 percentage points less likely to incorporate their

individual criteria into their slogan.

The coefficients on Type A teams show that referred workers were five percentage points

more likely still to submit their work and to correctly answer their own question when they

were paired with their own referrer instead of with someone else’s referrer. Given that these

are measures of diligence more so than teamwork, it could suggest that peer influence may

have played a role in the team task. Perhaps when working together, referrers put more

pressure on their friends to be diligent because it affected their own performance.

Panel B estimates the same regressions but includes controls for the referred and non-

referred worker’s own characteristics. Since referred workers in Type A and Type B teams

are the same workers, the inclusion of these controls has no impact on the coefficient on

the Type A team dummy. Depending on the outcome variable, though, 20% to 40% of the

difference between referred and non-referred workers can be accounted for by the observ-

able characteristics. Nonetheless, the differences between referred and non-referred workers

remain large and mostly significant. Even with controls, non-referred workers were 23 per-

centage points less likely to submit a slogan and 24 points less likely to correctly answer

their individual question as compared to referred workers in Type B teams.

Similarly, if they did not submit a slogan, they are marked as not including their own criteria in the slogan.
34Undertaking these same specifications for original workers yields no significant coefficients on the Type

A or Type C dummies.
35For comparison, referrers on Type B teams were four percentage points more likely to log in and eight

percentage points more likely to use their own criteria in the slogan. It is not surprising that the referrers
outperformed their referrals given that we only asked for referrals from workers with strong oDesk records.
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Table 6 compares team performance across types of teams. Observations are again at

the partner pair level. Each team performance metric is regressed on an indicator for being

a Type A team and an indicator for being a Type C team; the base group consists of

Type B teams. The dependent variable in the first column is an indicator for both partners

submitting work, provided for reference because if both partners did not submit then they

cannot by definition have achieved the other performance measures. The dependent variable

in the last three column are indicators for (1) whether the partners answered the multiple-

choice team question the same way (e.g., what color sign should the PSA be printed on?),

(2) submitted the same slogan, and (3) submitted the same slogan which included the slogan

criteria assigned to each of the workers.

The first column of Panel A shows that 73% of Type B teams had both partners submit

work. Type A teams were 10 percentage points more likely than Type B teams to have both

partners submit. This is a result of two effects. First, referred workers were five percentage

points more likely to submit work when paired with their referrer than when paired with

someone else’s referrer. Second, partners’ submission is much more correlated in Type A

teams than in Type B teams.36 As compared to Type B teams, Type C teams (teams with

a non-referred worker) were 28 percentage points less likely to have both partners submit.

On measures of team performance, teams with a referred worker consistently outper-

formed those with a non-referred worker, even when the referred worker was working with

someone else’s referrer. For example, while half of Type B teams answered the team question

the same way, Type C teams were 21 percentage points less likely to do so.37 While referred

workers did well relative to non-referred workers even when not working with their referrers,

they did substantially (29 percentage points) better still when on a Type A team. In fact,

only a mere 6% of the Type A teams that both submitted responses failed to answer the

team question the same way.

The results are consistent across team performance metrics. The third column shows

similar results for submitting the same slogan. Only one-third of Type B teams submitted

the same slogan. Type C teams were about half as likely to do so; Type A teams were more

than twice as likely. And while 14 percent of Type B teams submitted the same slogan with

both criteria, only 9 percent of Type C teams did so and the same statistic for Type A teams

was 24%.

Panel B estimates the same regressions with the addition of controls for the referred and

non-referred workers’ characteristics. Because the same referred workers participate in Type

36More Type A teams also had neither partner submit than did Type B teams.
37Because these were multiple choice questions with five options, if all partners answered the team question,

we would expect their team question to match by chance 20% of the time.
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A and Type B teams, this again does not affect the coefficients on the Type A indicator. It

does, however, decrease the coefficients on the Type C indicator by about 25%, though the

team performance differences between Type B and Type C still remain large and generally

significant.38

6.3 Enjoyment by Team Type

One potential motivation for hiring referrals is that workers might enjoy working with friends

and so be willing to spend more time on the job. oDesk requires workers to record the time

they spend working on oDesk tasks; this permits us to analyze the amount of time workers

spent on each of the three PSAs. The first two columns of Table 7 show time spent on the

task by team type, first for referrers and then for referred and non-referred workers.

When partnered with someone they did not know, referrers spent the same amount of time

(40 minutes) on the task whether their partner was a non-referred worker or someone else’s

referral. When working with their own referral, however, they worked five extra minutes on

average, or just over ten percent longer.

The average referred worker on a Type B team, meanwhile, spent 41 minutes on the task,

about as long as the average referrer on the same type of team. When working with her

own referrer, though, a referred worker spent significantly more time on the task (4 minutes

more).39

The last two columns of Table 7 provide additional insight into how much workers enjoyed

their work experience on each type of team. Recall that after they had completed all three

tasks, workers reported which partners they would be interested in partnering with again.

Workers could choose as many or a few partners as they wanted. Some workers (about 20%)

did not answer the question, mostly because they did not submit their third task. But for

each worker who answered, we know whether or not they want to work again with each of

their three partners.

We regress an indicator for wanting to work with the same partner again on a dummy for

being in a Type A team and a dummy for being in a Type C team. We do so separately for

referrers and for referred and non-referred workers. Fourty-one percent of referrers reported

wanting to work again with the referred worker they did not know, while 10 percentage points

38We can estimate the same regressions conditional on both submitting responses. Given the selection
issues inherent in this approach, the results are not included in our main findings. But conditional on both
submitting, Type A teams do still substantially outperform Type B teams and the coefficients on the Type
A indicator remain largely unchanged. When conditioning on both partners submitting, however, Type C
teams perform almost as well as Type B teams.

39Unsurprisingly given that non-referred workers were much less likely to log in or submit a response,
non-referred workers (all on Type C teams) spent 15 fewer minutes than referred workers on Type B teams
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fewer reported wanting to work again with their non-referred partner.40 Meantime, referrers

were substantially more likely to want to partner again with their own referral again: over

96% reported wanted to work again with the person they had referred.

Referred workers were also much more likely to say they wanted to work again with their

own referrer than with the other referrer with whom they had worked. While 93% reported

wanting to work again with their own referrer, a mere 48% reported wanted to work again

with their Type B partner. The coefficient on the dummy for a Type C team suggests

referred and non-referred workers may have been equally likely to want to work again with

referrers they did not previously know. Because non-referred workers were much less likely

than referred workers to answer this question, however, this estimate should be interpreted

with caution.

6.4 The Role of Communication

One reason why the different team types may have performed differently is that they may

have communicated differently. While each worker always had access to a chat box on the

site in which she could chat live with (and/or leave messages for) her partner, Type A

teams may have been advantaged by having other means of communication. Here we discuss

communication differences across team types and, in light of our findings, for robustness

re-estimate performance by team type with the inclusion of several additional controls.

Panel A of Table 8 shows how team types differed in their communication methods. We

regress each communication outcome on indicators for being in Type A and Type C teams;

as before, the base group is a Type B team. Controls for the characteristics of referred

and non-referred workers are included throughout. The first column considers chat box use,

defined as both partners typing at least one message in the chat box on our site. Because

we directly observe what is written in the chat box, this is known for all teams and does not

rely on worker reports.

The last two columns consider communication outside the chat box, such as on Skype.

When they submitted their slogans for each task, we asked workers if they had used other

forms of communication. We code teams as using other forms of communication if at least one

partner reported doing so. The third column addresses selection into answering this question.

Here we regress a dummy for whether at least one teammate answered the communication

question on team type. In the final column, we regress an indicator for reporting using other

forms of communication on team type. This final specification includes only teams that

answered the communication question.

40Aside from their own referral, referrers had no way of knowing who had been referred to the firm. They
did not, for example, have any interaction with any of the other referrers.
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Type A teams seem to communicate the most, both in and out of the chat box. Relative

to Type B teams, Type A teams were slightly though insignificantly more likely to use the

chat box to communicate. When they did use the chat box, moreover, Type A teams sent

about one-third more messages. The biggest difference between the communication of Type

A and Type B teams, however, is in the frequency with which they used other forms of

communication. While 38% of Type B teams reported using other forms of communication,

Type A teams were twice as likely to do so; the magnitude of this difference implies that the

difference itself cannot be driven by the small difference in answering this question.41

In this panel, the only significant difference between Type B and Type C teams was that

Type C teams were significantly less likely to use the chat box. This is not surprising since

the chat box was on the site and non-referred workers were significantly less likely to ever

log in to the site. Conditional on chat use, Type C teams sent slightly fewer messages and

were a little less likely to report communication outside the chat box, but the differences

were not significant.

We have observed that, relative to Type B teams, Type A teams communicated more

both in and out of the chat box. We have also observed that they spent more time on

the task. Panel B of Table 8 provides evidence that, even controlling for communication

and time spent, Type A teams still outperformed Type B teams. Here we replicate the

main team performance specifications (from Table 6) with additional controls both for the

communication metrics discussed above and for the minutes spent by each partner, including

also controls for referred and non-referred workers’ characteristics.42

Unsurprisingly, more communication and more time spent both lead to better outcomes.

For example, teams that sent the median number of messages in the chat box (eight) were 25

percentage points more likely to answer the team question the same way and 19 percentage

points more likely to provide the same slogan than teams that did not use the chat box, all

else equal. Moreover, either partner spending more time is positively correlated with better

outcomes. Teams that spent an additional five minutes each on the task were, all else equal,

four percentage points more likely to have their team question match and two percentage

points more likely to submit the same slogan.

Even conditioning on the form of communication, number of messages, and minutes spent

by each worker, though, Type A teams remained substantially more likely to provide the

same answer to the team question (15 percentage points) and to provide the same slogan

41While we have reported communication for 95% of Type B teams, Type B teams are slightly more likely
to answer this question than either of the other team types.

42If neither partner answered the question about using other forms of communication, indicator for having
reported communication outside the chat box is set to zero. Thus, this dummy also directly captures the
effect of having at least one partner submit a slogan.
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(23 percentage points). Type C teams, meanwhile, remained substantially less likely to do

either (11 percentage points and 7 percentage points, respectively).

7 Predictors of Referral Performance

We find across our experiments that the referral is a positive and powerful predictor of per-

formance; in several settings, referred workers outperformed their non-referred counterparts.

But not all referrals are created equal. In this section we focus in on referred workers only

and identify predictors of their performance. We look first the referrer’s performance as a

predictor of the performance of her referral and find that higher-performers refer workers

who not only have more positive observable characteristics, but also perform better than

would be expected given those characteristics. We then turn to the relationship between

the referrer and her referral as a predictor of the referral’s performance; here we find that

workers who have stronger relationships with their referrers look worse on observables but

in fact perform better.

7.1 Referrer’s Performance

The first column of Table 9 shows that a referrer’s performance is a strong predictor of

the performance of her referral. Here we regress the referred worker’s performance in the

individual experiment on her referrer’s performance in the same period. A worker referred

by an someone who never submitted on time is predicted to submit on time only 31% of

days.43 Meantime, a worker whose referrer submitted on time every day is predicted to

herself submit on time 76% of days.44

What this result does not illuminate is why the performance of the referring worker is a

good predictor of referred worker performance. For example, referrers and referred workers

may perform similarly because on any given day they experience common shocks in their

ability or desire to complete the job. In what follows, we provide evidence that (1) even

absent common shocks, workers tend to refer people who perform like they do, (2) part

of this seems to be driven by the positive correlation between a worker’s own observables

43Since the average non-referred worker submitted on time 49% of days, this means that workers referred
by the worst performing referrers under-perform non-referred workers. That said, referrers would have to
submit on time only 39% of days for their referrals to be predicted to perform as poorly as non-referred
workers. And only referrers in the bottom third of original workers performed this poorly.

44Table 9 reports the results when the performance metric is on-time submission (averaged across days)
for the individual experiment and it’s analog, correct-day submission (again averaged across days) for the
supplemental experiment. The results are quite similar when the performance metric is instead defined as
submission.
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and those of the worker she referrers, and (3) even controlling for the information in the

observables, the referrer’s performance remains a strong predictor of the performance of the

referred worker.

Because it was executed four months after the individual experiment, the supplemental

experiment allows us to disentangle the common shocks hypothesis from others by compar-

ing the performance of referred workers at this later date with that of their referrers from an

earlier period. (This assumes that common shocks do not persist for four months.) In the

second column of Table 9, we regress the referred worker’s performance in the supplemen-

tal experiment on her referrer’s performance four months before and find that, even absent

common shocks, the referrer’s performance remains a powerful predictor of the referral’s per-

formance. For comparison, in the final column we regress the referred worker’s performance

in the supplemental experiment on her own performance in the individual experiment. The

performance of a worker’s referrer four months prior leads to about the same amount of

updating as knowing her own performance in the individual experiment.

As demonstrated in Appendix Table 2, observably better workers refer workers who are

also observably better. Referrers who have passed more oDesk tests, or who have higher

earnings, for example, refer people with similar credentials. This seems partially to explain

why referred workers perform like their referrers even absent common shocks. Inclusion of

these observables in the regression reduces the point estimate on the referrer’s performance by

more than a third. Nonetheless, the referrer’s performance remains a positive and significant

predictor. The results in Table 9, then, suggest that higher-performers refer workers who

not only have more positive observable characteristics, but also perform better than would

be expected conditional on these characteristics, even absent common shocks.45

7.2 Strength of Referrer-Referral Relationship

We turn now to the relationships between referrers and their referrals. Appendix Table 3

shows the distributions of the three relationship variables we have from referrers’ reports

at the time of the referral.46 Referrers tend to refer workers they are close to: most report

knowing their referrals “extremely well” (six on a scale of one to six), while less than 2% say

they know their referral ”hardly at all” (one on the same scale). Over one-third of referrers

45In the team experiment, when referred workers and their referrers were in Type B teams (and so not
working together), their performance was positively correlated. The magnitude of this correlation is quite
similar to the correlation in the individual experiment. We do not, however, focus here on the results from
the team experiment because we cannot tease out the role of common shocks in this experiment.

46We caveat this section by underlining that these relationship characteristics are self-reported by the
referrer. Referrers could have reported being close with workers who they thought would perform particularly
well and/or whom they particularly wanted the employer to hire.
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interact with their referrals more than once a day (in person or remotely) and another 20%

interact about once a day; only 4% interact once a month or less. We also asked workers how

many other people they knew in common with their referral: 38% knew 30 or more people

in common, while a substantial fraction (35%) also knew less than 10.

We are interested here in how referrer performance varies with the strength of the referrer-

referral relationship. Because each relationship variable is consistently a positive predictor

of the referral’s performance, we build an index of relationship strength, defined as the

standardized average of z-scores for these three variables, and for parsimony focus here on

the resulting estimates.47

Panel A of Table 10 shows how characteristics of the referred worker vary with the

strength of her relationship with her referrer. Each column shows the results of a different

observable characteristic regressed on the relationship index. All referred workers from our

experiments are included.

Referred workers with stronger relationships with their referrer look worse on observables.

They have passed significantly fewer oDesk tests, completed fewer assignments, and received

worse feedback. These results suggest that when referrers do not have a close relationship

with their referral, they refer people who look good on paper.

Panel B investigates how a referral’s performance varies with the strength of the referrer-

referral relationship. For each experiment, a worker’s performance on a given day is regressed

on the relationship index. For parsimony we present only one outcome per experiment. The

first column considers submission of referred workers in the individual experiment, the second

column considers submission of referred workers in the supplemental experiment, and the

third considers slogan matching of workers in the team experiment. Within experiments,

the magnitudes of the coefficients are similar when performance is defined using the other

metrics.

In each experiment, referred workers perform better the stronger is their relationship with

their referrer. As compared to the average referred worker, a referral with a one standard

deviation stronger relationship with her referrer is two percentage points more likely to

47In building the index, we first create dummy variables for reportedly knowing the referred worker well
(responding more than three on a scale of one to six when asked how well they knew the referred worker),
interacting with them at least once a week, and knowing at least twenty people in common. By these metrics,
a large majority of workers reported knowing their referral well and interacting with them often. About half
reported knowing at least 20 people in common. Our relationship index is defined as the standardized average
of z-scores for these three variables. The magnitudes of the coefficients are similar if we define the index
instead as the standardized average of z-scores for the three raw variables (on scales of 1 to 6 for knowing
the referrer, 1 to 7 for frequency of interaction, and 1 to 5 on people known in common) or of z-scores for
three constructed variables (with frequency of interaction coded as the estimated number of days per month
they would interact based on the response and with people known in common coded as the midpoint in the
chosen range).
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submit work in the individual experiment or supplemental experiment, though the latter

point estimate is not statistically significant. In the team experiment, meantime, a referred

worker with a one standard deviation stronger relationship with her referrer is five percentage

points (nearly 10%) more likely to have her slogan match her partner’s.

Panel C presents the results of these same regressions with the inclusion of controls for

the referred worker’s observable characteristics. Given that referred workers with stronger

relationships look worse on observables, it is unsurprising that the coefficients on the rela-

tionship index grow when the controls are added.48

These results are consistent with the idea that when workers refer people they know well,

they choose workers who do not look as good on observables, but who perform well in ways

that would not be predicted by their observables alone. When workers refer people they

know less well, they choose workers who are observably very good, but who are not as strong

on unobservables.

8 Simulated Hiring

A benefit of hiring all applicants who met our basic hiring criteria is that we can simulate

how referrals could affect hiring. For this analysis, we assume that referrals do not affect the

pool of people who apply for jobs or workers’ willingness to take these jobs. That is, they

only affect who employers hire by changing employers’ beliefs about who will perform well.

Table 11 shows the results of simulating hiring for the job in the individual experiment.

We assume in this table that employers want to maximize the fraction of workers who submit

a response on a given day and will hire the half of the applicant pool with the best predicted

performance. The results look similar if we use other performance metrics, other fractions of

the applicant pool, or assume that employers will hire anyone with predicted ability above

a certain threshold.

The first line of Panel A simulates the hiring pool if employers had no information about

applicants (i.e., if they hired a random 50% sample of the applicant pool). It shows that just

under 60% of workers would be referred since just under 60% of workers we hired were re-

ferred. It also shows the fraction of hired workers that have experience (58%), their average

number of degrees (1.3), and the number of oDesk tests they passed (4.4). These demo-

graphics were chosen because they were the characteristics that most positively predicted

performance.

48In general, we simply do not have enough power to test the interaction of these relationship variables
and treatment (in the individual experiment) or team type (in the team experiment). However, that the
coefficients on the interactions are not consistently signed across outcomes within each experiment.
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In addition to the means of these three variables, the table presents a summary measure

of the observable characteristics. This is created by using the workers’ resumes to predict

performance. For each worker, we regress the performance of all the other workers (excluding

herself) on their demographics. We then use the resulting coefficients to predict the excluded

worker’s performance. On average, workers submitted 71% of days and their summary

measure of observables shows they were predicted to submit 71% of days.

Panels B and C show the results of these hiring rules separately for referred and non-

referred workers. The first line of each still simulates the hiring pool under the assumption

that the employers had no information about the applicants. Unsurprisingly, referred workers

are substantially (14 percentage points) more likely to submit on any given day. They have

better observable characteristics, but the difference in the summary measure of observables

(5 percentage points) is less than the difference in performance.

The second line of each panel simulates hiring under the assumption that employers

could see workers’ resumes and knew the relationship between observable characteristics and

performance. However, it assumes employers could not see who is referred. In this scenario,

employers simply hire the 50% of workers with the highest summary index of observables.

Under this hiring rule, the fraction of hires that are referred increases from 59% to 71%. This

is not surprising since referred workers had better observable characteristics than non-referred

workers. Nor is it surprising that the observable characteristics of the hiring pool improve.

The fraction of hired workers who had experience increased by nine percentage points while

the average number of degrees workers’ listed and the number of tests they passed increased

by 30% and 40%, respectively. Actual ex post submission is seven percentage points higher

under this scenario than hiring at random, putting submission at about the same level as if

employers simply hired a random sample of referred workers.

Panels B and C shows that under this hiring rule, the observable characteristics of both

referred and non-referred workers increase. Now, referred and non-referred workers have

the same summary measure of observables (79% predicted submission). However, referred

workers still perform substantially better than non-referred workers: they are 14 percentage

points more likely to submit on any given day than non-referred workers.

The next row simulates hiring assuming that employers observed also which workers were

referred. We assume they knew the relationship between referrals and performance. For each

worker, we regress the performance of all other workers (excluding herself) on observable

characteristics and an indicator for being referred. We then predict the excluded worker’s

performance using the estimated coefficients and assume employers hired the half of workers

with the highest predicted performance. The table shows that the fraction of hired workers

that are referred increases dramatically to 92%. Almost 80% of referred workers are hired
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compared to only 9% of non-referred workers. The observable characteristics of the pool

of hired workers look slightly worse as employers are no longer simply hiring workers based

on their observable characteristics, but now incorporating also the information provided

in the referral. However, the demographics of the pool of non-referred workers improve

dramatically: the summary measure of their observables increases from 79% to 87% and they

have 64% more degrees. Under this scenario, because employers judge non-referred workers

as being worse all else equal, non-referred workers have to have very positive observable

characteristics in order to be hired.

Even when the referral is used in hiring, referred workers perform better than non-referred

workers. However, the difference is much smaller (only four percentage points) and is not

significant. This suggests if we had only been able to look at a pool of hired workers instead

of the entire applicant pool and we did not have all the other characteristics employers used

in the hiring decision, we might have mistakenly concluded that referrals would not perform

better than non-referred workers.

The final row of each panel shows hiring if employers had perfect information ex ante and

could pick the workers who would perform best ex post. Comparisons of this row with the

one before show that even when employers predict on both observables and referral status,

their predictions on who will perform well are still quite noisy. If employers could perfectly

identify the best performers, a much larger proportion of the hired workers would have been

non-referred.

Appendix Table 4 shows the results of the analogous analysis for the team experiment.

Here the performance metric is whether the slogan matched, but the results are very similar.

Seventy-five percent of workers in this experiment were referred. If employers were to make

decisions based on demographic characteristics alone, only 20% of non-referred workers would

be hired (relative to 50% that would be hired under a random sample). When the referral

is taken into account, this drops to a mere 2% and the average demographic characteristics

of the non-referred workers hired increase substantially (from 55% to 82% predicted slogan

matching).

9 Conclusion

This project presents the results of three field experiments in an online marketplace, com-

paring the performance and turnover of referred and non-referred workers. We find that

referrals contain information: referred workers performed better and had less turnover than

non-referred workers, even conditional on their observable characteristics and on their ini-

tial job performance. On-the-job interactions between referred workers and their referrers
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drove some of the superior performance of referred workers: they performed particularly well

when working directly with their referrers. However, much of the performance and turnover

differential between referred and non-referred workers was driven by selection. Referred

workers outperformed and outstayed non-referred workers even at jobs for which they were

not referred at firms in which their referrer did not work.

These results are broadly similar to the results in Burks et al. (2013), which also analyzes

why referred workers perform better than non-referred workers. Burks et al. use adminis-

trative data from firms in three industries (call centers, trucking, and high technology) and

find, consistent with our results, that referred workers have lower turnover. At odds with our

results, however, they find that referred workers only perform better on rare “high-impact”

metrics (e.g., generating patents and avoiding accidents). One potential reason for this dif-

ference in findings is that our paper analyzes the performance of all applicants while most

of the performance data in Burks et al. (2013) comes from workers the firm chose to hire.

On a job test taken by all applicants, they do find that referred applicants perform better

than non-referred applicants.

Burks et al. (2013) also conclude that on-the-job interactions with referrers cannot

explain the improved productivity of call center workers or truck drivers. While we similarly

find that when assigned a predominately individual task, the main benefit of hiring a referred

worker is selection, on a task in which there are large returns to teamwork, we find that a

referred worker performs particularly well when working with her referrer. This may be

consistent with Burks et al.’s (2013) finding that high tech workers with more friends at the

firm are more productive.

Overall, we find that selection and team production explain why referred workers out-

perform and outlast non-referred workers. Yet we have limited evidence on why the referral

contains so much information. One explanation (as in Montgomery, 1991) is that there is

simply assortative matching of friends: productive workers have productive friends. Another

explanation is that (as in Beaman and Magruder, 2012) workers have information on which

of their friends are particularly productive workers. Understanding the relative contributions

of these two factors is an important question for future research.
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Figure	  1.	  oDesk	  Profile	  Example	  
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Figure	  2.	  Individual	  Experiment	  Task	  Site	  for	  Referred	  and	  Non-‐Referred	  Workers	  
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Figure	  4.	  Supplemental	  Experiment	  Task	  Site	  
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Figure	  6.	  Team	  Experiment	  Task	  Site	  
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Referred&Someone Difference Included&Referrers
Has&Prior&Experience 1 1
Earnings $2,858 ** $2,828
Number&of&Previous&Jobs 12.61 ** 12.23
Average&Feedback&Score 4.78 ** 4.81
Posted&Wage 2.84 ** 2.84
Days&Since&Joining&oDesk 676 ** 644
Number&of&Tests&Passed 5.84 ** 5.82
Has&PorQolio 0.68 ** 0.69
English&Score 4.78 4.78
Agency&Affiliated 0.24 0.20
Number&of&Degrees 1.40 * 1.42
Proposed&Wage $2.50 $2.50

ObservaWons 1,696 763

All&Referrals Referred& Difference

Has&Prior&Experience 0.62 0.64 **
Earnings $1,481 $865 **
Number&of&Previous&Jobs 7.29 5.79 **
Average&Feedback&Score 4.54 4.55 **
Posted&Wage 2.97 2.58 **
Days&Since&Joining&oDesk 501 461 **
Number&of&Tests&Passed 4.15 4.50 **
Has&PorQolio 0.46 0.48 **
English&Score 4.67 4.68 **
Agency&Affiliated 0.18 0.12 **
Number&of&Degrees 1.27 1.35 **
Proposed&Wage $2.34 **

ObservaWons 1,855 537

Table&1.&&DescripWve&StaWsWcs
Individual&and&Team&Experiments

A.&Original&Workers

B.&Referred&and&NonYReferred&Workers

Notes:&Each&number&in&the&table&presents&the&mean&of&the&characterisWc&indicated&by&the&row&for&the&
sample&indicated&by&the&column.&Panel&A&considers&the&experienced&sample:&workers&who&we&asked&to&refer&
someone.&Panel&B&considers&the&sample&of&referred&and&nonYreferred&workers.&Both&panels&use&data&from&
both&the&individual&and&team&experiments.&"Referred&Someone"&denotes&workers&who&referred&at&least&one&
other&worker&to&our&firm,&whether&or&not&that&worker&was&included&in&our&experiment.&"Referred&No&One"&
denotes&workers&who&recommended&no&workers&to&our&firm.&"Included&Referrers"&is&a&subset&of&"Referred&
Someone"&and&includes&only&those&workers&whose&referral&we&hired.&&"All&Referred&Workers"&denotes&all&
workers&referred&by&our&experienced&sample,&whether&or&not&those&workers&met&the&selecWon&criteria.&
"Included&Referred&Workers"&is&the&subset&of&"All&Referred&Workers"&that&we&hired.&"Included&NonYReferred&
Workers"&are&members&of&the&random&sample&of&nonYreferred&workers&who&we&hired.&&"Difference"&denotes&
the&significance&level&of&the&difference&in&observables&between&experienced&workers&who&referred&someone&
and&those&who&referred&no&one&(Panel&A)&and&the&significance&level&of&the&difference&in&observables&between&
included&referred&workers&and&included&nonYreferred&workers&(Panel&B).&*,&**&denote&significance&at&the&
10%&and&5%&levels.&

Referred&No&One
1

$2,397
11.07
4.75
2.77
709
5.60
0.61
4.79
0.24
1.35
$2.51

1,867

0.07
1.01
$2.55

682

NonYReferred

0.28
$298
1.73
4.22
3.24
574
3.13
0.23
4.55
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Treatment(1 Treatment(2 Treatment(1 Treatment(2
Has(Prior(Experience 1.00 1.00 0.73 0.75
Earnings $2,919 $2,996 $1,396 $1,379
Number(of(Previous(Jobs 12.78 13.09 8.28 10.14
Has(Feedback(Score 1.00 1.00 0.62 0.64
Feedback(Score 4.80 4.76 2.90 2.94
Posted(Wage 2.78 2.85 2.68 2.72
Months(Since(Joining(oDesk 21.55 22.62 16.34 18.89
Number(of(Tests(Passed 5.78 6.07 4.98 5.31
Has(PorNolio 0.64 0.68 0.47 0.60
Has(English(Score 1.00 1.00 0.62 0.64
English(Score 4.84 4.79 4.68 4.66
Agency(Affiliated 0.08 0.08 0.05* 0.10*
Number(of(Degrees 1.50 1.36 1.34 1.51
Proposed(Wage 2.53 2.53 2.40 2.37

ObservaUons 86 87 127 128

Table(2.(RandomizaUon(Assessment
Individual(Experiment

Referred(WorkersOriginal(Workers

Notes:(Each(cell(presents(the(mean(of(the(characterisUc(indicated(by(the(row(for(the(sample(indicated(by(the(
column.(Only(workers(in(the(individual(experiment(are(included.(*(denotes(staUsUcally(significant(difference(of(
means(at(the(10%(level.(The(characterisUcs(are(as(follows:(an(indicator(for(having(any(oDesk(experience,(total(
oDesk(earnings,(the(number(of(previous(oDesk(assignments,(average(oDesk(feedback(score,(an(indicator(for(not(
having(a(feedback(score,(the(wage(listed(on(the(worker's(resume,(the(number(of(days(since(joining(oDesk,(the(
number(of(oDesk(tests(passed,(the(self`reported(English(skill(level,(an(indicator(for(not(reporUng(an(English(skill(
level,(an(indicator(for(being(affiliated(with(an(agency(of(oDesk(workers,(the(number(of(degrees(listed(on(the(
resume,(and(the(wage(proposed(for(this(job.
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Submission On*Time- Accuracy Re*Applica6on
0.036 0.053 0.034 *0.032
(0.042) (0.047) (0.039) (0.030)

*0.132** *0.079* *0.101** *0.225**
(0.042) (0.045) (0.039) (0.038)

Constant 0.757 0.563 0.640 0.953
(0.031) (0.034) (0.028) (0.019)

Controls No No No No
Observa6ons 2,610 2,610 2,610 435
R*squared 0.027 0.013 0.020 0.085

Submission On*Time- Accuracy Re*Applica6on
0.032 0.056 0.029 *0.026
(0.041) (0.046) (0.039) (0.033)

*0.120** *0.079 *0.093** *0.212**
(0.046) (0.049) (0.042) (0.042)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observa6ons 2,610 2,610 2,610 435
R*squared 0.073 0.052 0.065 0.126

Submission On*Time- Accuracy Re*Applica6on
0.017 0.041 0.012 *0.051
(0.032) (0.038) (0.029) (0.031)

*0.061* *0.086** *0.050 *0.178**
(0.035) (0.039) (0.033) (0.036)

0.264** 0.272** 0.240**
(0.057) (0.040) (0.050)

0.450** 0.324** 0.485**
(0.053) (0.040) (0.048)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observa6ons 1,740 1,740 1,740 435
R*squared 0.403 0.308 0.418 0.282

Table-3.--Performance-and-Persistence
Individual-Experiment:-Base-Group-is-Non*Monitored-Referred-Workers-(Treatment-2)

A.-No-Controls

Monitored-Referreds-
(Treatment-1)

Non*Referreds

Notes:-Each-column-in-each-Panel-presents-the-results-of-a-separate-regression-using-data-from-the-individual-experiment.-The-
dependent-variable-(indicated-by-the-column)-is-regressed-on-an-indicator-for-being-in-Treatment-1-and-an-indicator-for-being-non*
referred.-The-omiZed-group-is-referred-workers-in-Treatment-2.-Panels-A-and-B-include-all-six-days-of-observa6ons.-Panel-A-includes-no-
controls.-Panel-B-includes-the-controls-for-worker-characteris6cs-listed-in-the-notes-of-Table-3.-Panel-C-is-limited-to-observa6ons-on-
workers'-last-four-days-of-work.-It-includes-the-controls-in-the-notes-of-Table-3-and-workers'-prior-performance.-In-the-first-three-
columns,-we-control-for-performance-measure-indicated-by-the-column-in-the-first-two-days.-For--example,-in-the-Submission-column,-
we-control-for-Day-1-Submission-and-Day-2-Submission.-In-the-final-column-(Re*Applica6on)-we-control-for-each-of-the-three-
performance-measures-on-each-of-the-six-days.-For-the-first-three-columns-in-each-panel,-observa6ons-are-worker*days-and-standard-
errors-are-clustered-at-the-worker-level.-In-the-final-column,-observa6ons-are-workers-and-Huber*White-standard-errors-are-presented.--
Submission-is-an-indicator-for-whether-the-worker-sent-in-any-response.-On*Time--is-an-indicator-for-whether-that-response-was-
received-by-the-soa-deadline-(11am).-Accuracy-is-the-percentage-of-ques6ons-the-worker-answered-correctly;-non*responses-are-
counted-as-incorrect.-Re*Applica6on-is-an-indicator-for-whether-the-worker-accepted-our-invita6on-for-a-con6nua6on-of-the-same-task.-
*,-**-denote-significance-at-the-10%-and-5%-levels.

Non*Referreds

Day-1-Performance

Day-2-Performance

B.-With-Controls

Monitored-Referreds-
(Treatment-1)

Non*Referreds

C.-Last-Four-Days-Only,-Controlling-for-Performance-on-First-Two

Monitored-Referreds-
(Treatment-1)
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Accepted Submission On0Time2 Accuracy Re0Applica8on
Non0Referred 00.167** 00.182** 00.178** 00.079** 00.236**

(0.047) (0.042) (0.042) (0.022) (0.047)

Constant 0.678 0.518 0.499 0.247 0.553
(0.029) (0.029) (0.029) (0.015) (0.031)

Controls No No No No No
Observa8ons 435 2,175 2,175 2,175 435
R0squared 0.029 0.033 0.031 0.019 0.055

Accepted Submission On0Time2 Accuracy Re0Applica8on
Non0Referred 00.064 00.089* 00.087* 00.028 00.121**

(0.055) (0.048) (0.047) (0.026) (0.055)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observa8ons 435 2,175 2,175 2,175 435
R0squared 0.126 0.129 0.131 0.100 0.132

Submission On0Time2 Accuracy Re0Applica8on
Non0Referred 00.102* 00.101* 00.025 00.129*

(0.057) (0.058) (0.033) (0.070)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observa8ons 1,325 1,325 1,325 265
R0squared 0.094 0.096 0.063 0.095

Table24.22Performance2in2New2Firm
Supplemental2Experiment:2Base2Group2is2All2Referred2Workers

B.2With2Controls

A.2No2Controls

C.2With2Controls,2Condi8onal2on2Accep8ng22Employment2Offer

Notes:22Each2column2in2each2panel2reports2the2results2of2a2different2regression2using2data2from2the2supplemental2
experiment.2The2dependent2variable,2indicated2by2the2column,2is2regressed2on2an2indicator2for2being2a2non0
referred2worker.2(The2omi[ed2group2is2referred2workers.)2No2controls2are2included2in2Panel2A.2Panels2B2and2C2
include2the2controls2for2worker2characteris8cs2listed2in2the2notes2of2Table22.2Panels2A2and2B2include2all2workers2to2
whom2we2made2employment2offers;2Panel2C2includes2only2workers2who2accepted2these2offers.2Observa8ons2in2
the2middle2three2columns2of2regressions2(Submission,2On0Time,2Accuracy)2are2worker0days2while2observa8ons2in2
the2first2and2last2columns2(Accepted,2Reapplica8on)2are2workers.2Accepted2is2an2indicator2for2whether2the2worker2
accepted2our2invita8on2to2work2for2the2new2firm2created2for2the2supplemental2experiment.2Submission,2
Accuracy,2and2Re0Applica8on2are2defined2as2in2the2individual2experiment2(see2the2notes2to2Table23).2On0Time2is2
an2indicator2for2whether2the2worker2submi[ed2work2before2midnight.2Standard2errors2are2clustered2at2the2
worker2level2when2observa8ons2are2worker0days2and2Huber0White2standard2errors2are2presented2when2
observa8ons2are2workers.2*,2**2denote2significance2at2the210%2and25%2levels.
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Logged&in Submi-ed Individual&Ques4on Individual&Criteria
0.018 0.046** 0.053* 0.004
A0.017 A0.017 A0.028 A0.033

A0.294** A0.312** A0.287** A0.138**
A0.051 A0.048 A0.049 A0.052

Constant 0.883 0.837 0.755 0.440
A0.016 A0.018 A0.023 A0.028

Controls No No &No No
Observa4ons 846 846 846 846
RASquared 0.124 0.134 0.102 0.018

Logged&in Submi-ed Individual&Ques4on Individual&Criteria
0.018 0.046** 0.053* 0.004
A0.017 A0.017 A0.028 A0.034

A0.190** A0.225** A0.235** A0.086
A0.053 A0.052 A0.051 A0.06

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observa4ons 846 846 846 846
RASquared 0.185 0.183 0.143 0.063

Table&5.&&Individual&Diligence&by&Team&Type:&Referred&and&NonAReferred&Workers&Only
Team&Experiment:&Base&Group&is&Referred&Worker&with&Someone&Else's&Referrer&(Type&B&)

Notes:&Each&panel&in&each&column&reports&the&results&of&a&separate&regression&of&the&dependent&variable&
indicated&by&the&column&on&an&indicator&for&being&in&a&Type&A&team&(which&consist&of&a&referred&worker&paired&
with&her&own&referrer)&and&an&indicator&for&being&in&a&Type&C&team&(which&consist&of&a&nonAreferred&worker&paired&
with&a&referrer).&(The&omi-ed&group&is&Type&B&teams,&which&consist&of&a&referred&worker&with&someone&else's&
referrer.)&Observa4ons&are&at&a&workerAPSA&level&(three&observa4ons&per&worker);&only&referred&and&nonAreferred&
workers&(not&original&workers)&are&included.&&Data&come&from&the&team&experiment.&Panel&A&includes&no&controls;&
Panel&B&controls&for&the&worker&characteris4cs&in&the&notes&of&Table&2.&Logged&In&is&an&indicator&for&whether&the&
worker&logged&on&to&our&task&site&in&the&allocated&window&(48&hours).&Submi-ed&is&an&indicator&for&whether&the&
worker&sent&in&responses&in&that&period.&Individual&Ques4on&is&an&indicator&for&whether&the&worker&provided&an&
accurate&(fillAinAtheAblank)&response&to&the&ques4on&about&his&own&reading.&Individual&Criteria&is&an&indicator&for&
whether&the&worker&submi-ed&a&slogan&that&met&the&criteria&in&his&instruc4ons.&Standard&errors&are&clustered&by&
the&fourteen&member&blocking&group.&*,&**&denote&significance&at&the&10%&and&5%&levels.

NonAReferred&Worker&Paired&&
with&Referrer&(Type&C)

A.&No&Controls

Referred&Worker&Paired&with&
Own&Referrer&(Type&A)

NonAReferred&Worker&Paired&&
with&Referrer&(Type&C)

B.&With&Controls

Referred&Worker&Paired&with&
Own&Referrer&(Type&A)
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Both%Submi+ed Team%Ques2on%Matches Same%Slogan
Same%Slogan%
&%Both%Criteria

0.099** 0.287** 0.372** 0.103**
(0.023) (0.028) (0.032) (0.024)

G0.280** G0.206** G0.142** G0.053*
(0.048) (0.047) (0.041) (0.029)

Constant 0.730 0.496 0.337 0.142
(0.027) (0.030) (0.029) (0.022)

Controls No No No No
Observa2ons 846 846 846 846
RGSquared 0.117 0.164 0.194 0.031

Both%Submi+ed Team%Ques2on%Matches Same%Slogan
Same%Slogan

%&%Both%Criteria
0.099** 0.287** 0.372** 0.103**
(0.023) (0.028) (0.033) (0.024)

G0.205** G0.157** G0.108** G0.037
(0.051) (0.047) (0.045) (0.030)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observa2ons 846 846 846 846
RGSquared 0.166 0.208 0.220 0.079

B.%With%Controls

Referred%Worker%with%Own%
Referrer%(Type%A)

NonGReferred%Worker%Paired%%
with%Referrer%(Type%C)

Table%6.%%Team%Performance%by%Team%Type
Team%Experiment:%Base%Group%is%Referred%Worker%with%Someone%Else's%Referrer%(Type%B%)

A.%No%Controls

Referred%Worker%with%Own%
Referrer%(Type%A)

NonGReferred%Worker%Paired%%
with%Referrer%(Type%C)

Notes:%Each%panel%in%each%column%reports%the%results%of%a%separate%regression%of%the%dependent%variable%indicated%by%
the%column%on%an%indicator%for%being%in%a%Type%A%team%(which%consist%of%a%referred%worker%paired%with%her%own%referrer)%
and%an%indicator%for%being%in%a%Type%C%team%(which%consist%of%a%nonGreferred%worker%paired%with%a%referrer).%(The%
omi+ed%group%is%Type%B%teams,%which%consist%of%a%referred%worker%with%someone%else's%referrer%.)%Observa2ons%are%at%a%
teamGPSA%level%%and%data%come%from%the%team%experiment.%Panel%A%includes%no%controls;%Panel%B%controls%for%the%
characteris2cs%of%referred%and%nonGreferred%workers%in%the%notes%of%Table%2.%(All%original%workers%par2cipate%in%each%
team%type%once.)%Both%Submi+ed%is%an%indicator%for%whether%both%partners%sent%in%responses%in%the%allocated%2me%
window%(48%hours).%Team%Ques2on%Matches%is%an%indicator%for%whether%both%partners%chose,%as%instructed,%the%same%
answer%to%the%mul2ple%choice%ques2on.%Same%Slogan%is%an%indicator%for%whether%both%partners%entered%the%same%slogan%
as%instructed.%Same%Slogan%&%Both%Criteria%is%an%indicator%for%whether%both%partners%submi+ed%the%same%slogan%and%
that%slogan%met%the%criteria%in%each%of%their%instruc2ons.%Standard%errors%are%clustered%by%the%fourteen%member%
blocking%group.%%*,%**%denote%significance%at%the%10%%and%5%%levels.%%%%
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Original(Workers Referred(Workers Original(Workers Referred(Workers
5.135** 3.567** 0.556** 0.451**
(1.500) (1.512) (0.030) (0.033)

0.610 =14.482** =0.100** 0.009
(1.154) (3.177) (0.041) (0.060)

Constant 40.106 41.348 0.406 0.477
(1.174) (1.369) (0.029) (0.031)

Controls No No No No
ObservaEons 846 846 717 612

0.009 0.076 0.338 0.211

Table(7.(Time(Spent(&(WanEng(to(Partner(Again,(by(Team(Type
Team(Experiment:(Base(Group(is(Referred(Worker(with(Someone(Else's(Referrer((Type(B()

Referred(Worker(Paired(with(
Own(Referrer((Type(A)

Non=Referred(Worker(Paired((
with(Referrer((Type(C)

A.(Time(Spent((Minutes) B.(Wants(to(Partner(Again

Notes:(Each(panel(in(each(column(reports(the(results(of(a(separate(regression(of(the(dependent(variable(
indicated(by(the(column(on(an(indicator(for(being(in(a(Type(A(team((which(consist(of(a(referred(worker(paired(
with(her(own(referrer)(and(an(indicator(for(being(in(a(Type(C(team((which(consist(of(a(non=referred(worker(paired(
with(a(referrer).((The(omiZed(group(is(Type(B(teams,(which(consist(of(a(referred(worker(with(someone(else's(
referrer(.)(No(controls(are(included.((ObservaEons(are(at(a(worker=PSA(level((and(data(come(from(the(team(
experiment.(Panel(A(includes(only(original(workers;(Panel(B(includes(only(referred(and(non=referred(workers.(
Time(Spent(is(the(number(of(minutes(the(worker(logged(on(oDesk(for(the(task.(Wants(to(Partner(Again(is(an(
indicator(for(whether,(a]er(compleEon(of(all(three(tasks,(the(worker(reported(wanEng(to(work(again(with(the(
partner(from(that(parEcular(pairing.(Standard(errors(are(clustered(by(the(fourteen(member(blocking(group.((*,(
**(denote(significance(at(the(10%(and(5%(levels.((
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Chat%Box%Use
Total%Chat%Messages%
(Condi4onal%on%Use)

Answered%
Communica4on%%

Ques4on

Reported%Outside%
Communica4on

0.025 4.544* F0.028* 0.375**
(0.043) (2.551) (0.017) (0.040)

F0.100** F0.617 F0.025 F0.037
(0.046) (2.594) (0.026) (0.038)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean%of%Dependent%Variable

Base%Group%(Type%B%) 0.408 13.522 0.947 0.378
Observa4ons 846 307 846 778
RFSquared 0.057 0.072 0.041 0.195

Both%SubmiWed
Team%Ques4on%

Matches
Same%Slogan

Same%Slogan%and%Both%
Criteria

F0.015 0.148** 0.231** 0.028
(0.025) (0.030) (0.037) (0.029)

F0.141** F0.105** F0.066* F0.020
(0.031) (0.038) (0.038) (0.028)

Used%Chat%Box 0.200** 0.154** 0.111** 0.021
(0.027) (0.036) (0.040) (0.041)

Total%Chat%Messages 0.001 0.005** 0.006** 0.003*
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002)

0.200** 0.304** 0.329** 0.171**
(0.030) (0.034) (0.043) (0.032)

0.004** 0.003** 0.002** 0.002**
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

0.006** 0.004** 0.002** 0.001**
(0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean%of%Dependent%Variable

Base%Group%(Type%B) 0.730 0.500 0.337 0.142
Observa4ons 846 846 846 846
RFSquared 0.551 0.491 0.468 0.167

Notes:%Each%panel%in%each%column%reports%the%results%of%a%separate%regression%of%the%dependent%variable%indicated%by%the%column%on%
an%indicator%for%being%in%a%Type%A%team%(which%consist%of%a%referred%worker%paired%with%her%own%referrer)%and%an%indicator%for%being%in%a%
Type%C%team%(which%consist%of%a%nonFreferred%worker%paired%with%a%referrer).%(The%omiWed%group%is%Type%B%teams,%which%consist%of%a%
referred%worker%with%someone%else's%referrer%.)%Observa4ons%are%at%a%workerFPSA%level%%and%data%come%from%the%team%experiment.%%
Both%panels%control%for%the%characteris4cs%of%referred%and%nonFreferred%workers%in%the%notes%of%Table%2.%(All%original%workers%par4cipate%
in%each%team%type%once.)%Panel%B%also%controls%for%whether%the%team%used%the%chat%box,%the%number%of%messages%in%the%chat%box,%
whether%they%reported%using%other%forms%of%communica4on,%and%(separately)%the%number%of%minutes%spent%by%both%partners.%Chat%Box%
Use%is%an%indicator%for%whether%each%partner%used%the%chat%box%at%least%once.%Total%Chat%Messages%is%the%aggregate%number%of%
messages%sent%between%the%two%partners,%and%is%condi4onal%on%chat%box%use.%Answered%Communica4on%Ques4on%is%an%indicator%for%
whether%at%least%one%partner%responded%to%the%ques4on%at%the%end%of%that%task%about%how%the%partners%had%communicated.%Reported%
Outside%Communica4on%is%an%indicator%for%whether%either%partner%reported%communica4ng%using%methods%other%than%the%chatbbox%
(e.g.%Skype),%and%is%condi4onal%on%at%least%one%partner%having%answered%the%communica4on%ques4on.%Dependent%variables%in%Panel%B%
are%as%defined%in%Table%6.%Standard%errors%are%clustered%by%the%fourteen%member%blocking%group.%%*,%**%denote%significance%at%the%10%%
and%5%%levels.%%%%

Table%8.%%Team%Communica4on%and%Performance%Controlling%for%Communica4on%and%Time%Spent

Used%Outside%Communica4on

Team%Experiment:%Base%Group%is%Referred%Worker%with%Someone%Else's%Referrer%(Type%B%)

A.%Descrip4ve%Sta4s4cs%on%Communica4on

NonFReferred%Worker%Paired%%with%
Referrer%(Type%C)

B.%Team%Performance%Controlling%for%Communica4on%and%Time%Spent

Referred%Worker%Paired%with%Own%
Referrer%(Type%A)

NonFReferred%Worker%Paired%%with%
Referrer%(Type%C)

Referred%Worker%Paired%with%Own%
Referrer%(Type%A)

Minutes%Spent%by%Original%Worker

Minutes%Spent%by%Referred%or%NonF
Referred%Worker
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0.447** 0.266** 0.169**
(0.059) (0.074) (0.077)

0.269**
(0.074)

Constant 0.311 0.334 40.004 0.340
(0.044) (0.052) (0.194) (0.050)

Controls No No Yes No
255 255 255 255

R4squared 0.193 0.045 0.203 0.048

Referred@Worker@On4Time@Submission,
Supplemental@Experiment

Table@9.@Referred@Worker@Performance@and@Performance@of@Referrer
Individual@and@Supplemental@Experiments

Referred@Worker@On4Time@Submission,
Individual@Experiment

Referred@Worker@On4Time@Submission,
Individual@Experiment

Referrer@On4Time@Submission,
Individual@Experiment

Notes:@Each@cell@presents@a@regression@of@the@dependent@variable@indicated@by@the@column@on@the@independent@variable@indicated@
by@the@row.@Each@observaVon@is@a@referred@worker.@Data@come@from@the@individual@and@supplemental@experiments.@Huber4White@
standard@errors@are@in@parenthesis.@No@controls@are@included@except@in@the@final@column,@where@controls@for@the@referred@workers'@
oDesk@profile@characterisVcs@listed@in@the@notes@of@Table@2@are@included.@@*,@**@denote@significance@at@the@10%@and@5%@levels.@
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Tests%Passed Number%of%Assignments Feedback

70.173** 70.410** 70.120**
(0.049) (0.187) (0.030)

Constant 4.501** 5.779** 3.038**
(0.129) (0.589) (0.104)

Controls No No No
ObservaIons 537 537 443
R7squared 0.026 0.007 0.023

Submission%(Individual) Submission%(Supplemental) Same%Slogan%(Team)

0.020** 0.020 0.047**
(0.010) (0.023) (0.018)

Constant 0.775 0.518 0.523
(0.021) (0.029) (0.021)

Controls No No No
ObservaIons 1,530 1,275 564
R7squared 0.012 0.003 0.008

Submission%(Individual) Submission%(Supplemental) Same%Slogan%(Team)

0.025** 0.035 0.048**
(0.010) (0.022) (0.020)

Controls Yes Yes Yes
ObservaIons 1,530 1,275 564
R7squared 0.097 0.158 0.048

A.%Observable%CharacterisIcs

B.%Performance,%No%Controls

Referred%Workers:%Individual,%Supplemental,%and%Team%Experiments
Table%10.%RelaIonship%Strength,%Observables,%and%Performance

RelaIonship%Strength%

RelaIonship%Strength%

RelaIonship%Strength%

C.%Performance,%With%Controls

Notes:%Each%panel%in%each%column%reports%the%results%of%a%separate%regression%of%the%dependent%variable%indicated%
by%the%column%on%the%relaIonship%strength%index%(an%index%for%how%strong%the%relaIonship%between%the%referrer%and%
referral%is,%defined%in%the%text).%Analyses%in%this%table%use%data%from%the%individual,%supplemental,%and%team%
experiments%and%include%only%referred%workers.%Panel%A%shows%the%results%of%regressing%each%of%three%observable%
characterisIcs%on%this%index;%observaIons%are%at%the%worker%level,%though%Feedback%(i.e.%the%worker's%raIng%on%
oDesk)%is%condiIonal%on%having%a%feedback%score.%Panel%B%reports%the%results%of%three%regressions%of%referred%worker%
performance%on%the%index,%one%for%each%of%the%individual,%supplemental,%and%team%experiments.%No%controls%are%
included%in%Panels%A%and%B.%Panel%C%replicates%Panel%B,%but%with%the%inclusion%of%the%controls%for%individual%
characterisIcs%listed%in%the%notes%of%Table%2.%Standard%errors%in%Panel%A%are%robust%Huber7White%standard%errors.%In%
the%first%two%columns%of%Panels%B%and%C%(reporIng%results%from%the%individual%and%supplemental%experiments),%
outcomes%are%observed%at%the%worker7day%level%and%standard%errors%are%clustered%by%worker.%In%the%final%column%of%
Panels%B%and%C,%outcomes%are%observed%at%the%worker7PSA%level%and%standard%errors%are%clustered%by%blocking%group.%%
*,%**%denote%significance%at%the%10%%and%5%%levels.%
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Frac%on(Referred(
Workers

Summary(Observables Has(Experience Degrees Tests(Passed
Ex(Post(Submission(

Rate
No(Informa%on((Applicant(Pool(Average) 59% 71% 58% 1.26 4.43 71%
Observe(Characteris%cs(Only 71% 79% 67% 1.64 6.18 78%
Observe(Characteris%cs(&(Referral 92% 78% 69% 1.50 5.93 79%
Observe(Ex(Post(Performance 67% 73% 61% 1.39 4.96 100%

Frac%on(of(Referred(
Applicants(Hired

Summary(Observables Has(Experience Degrees Tests(Passed
Ex(Post(Submission(

Rate
No(Informa%on((Applicant(Pool(Average) 50% 73% 74% 1.42 5.15 77%
Observe(Characteris%cs(Only 60% 79% 71% 1.67 6.22 82%
Observe(Characteris%cs(&(Referral 79% 77% 70% 1.49 5.62 79%
Observe(Ex(Post(Performance 57% 75% 76% 1.51 5.44 100%

Frac%on(of(NonVReferred(
Applicants(Hired

Summary(Observables Has(Experience Degrees Tests(Passed
Ex(Post(Submission(

Rate
No(Informa%on((Applicant(Pool(Average) 50% 68% 34% 1.04 3.41 63%
Observe(Characteris%cs(Only 36% 79% 58% 1.58 6.09 68%
Observe(Characteris%cs(&(Referral 9% 87% 59% 1.59 9.53 75%
Observe(Ex(Post(Performance 40% 69% 31% 1.14 3.99 100%
Notes:((Each(cell(presents(the(mean(of(the(sta%s%c(indicated(by(the(column(for(the(sample(indicated(by(the(panel(under(the(hiring(rule(indicated(by(the(row.(
For(example,(the(first(cell(with(a(sta%s%c(indicates(the(frac%on(of(hired(workers(that(would(be(referred(workers(if(employers(had(no(informa%on.(The(first(row(
in(each(panel(simulates(hiring(if(employers(had(no(informa%on(and(chose(at(random(whom(to(hire.(The(second(simulates(hiring(if(employers(observed(only(
workers'(resume(characteris%cs,(but(not(their(referral(status.(The(third(simulates(hiring(assuming(employers(observed(workers'(resume(characteris%cs(and(
referral(status.(The(fourth(simulates(hiring(if(employers(could(choose(the(best(workers(based(on(ex(post(performance.(In(each(case,(the(performance(metric(is(
submission.(The(first(five(columns(in(Panel(A(refer(to(the(mean(characteris%cs(of(hired(workers(under(each(hiring(rule.(Summary(Observables(is(a(summary(
index(of(observable(characteris%cs,(defined(in(the(text.(The(final(column(presents(the(actual(submission(rate(of(the(hired(sample(under(each(rule.(The(first(
column(in(Panels(B(and(C,(respec%vely,(show(the(frac%on(of(referred(workers(and(nonVreferred(applicants(that(would(be(hired(under(each(rule.(The(next(four(
columns(show(the(average(characteris%cs(of(the(hired(referred(and(hired(nonVreferred(workers(under(each(rule(and(the(final(column(shows(the(average(
submission(rate(of(hired(referred(and(nonVreferred(workers.(Data(come(from(the(individual(experiment.(More(details(about(the(simula%on(are(in(the(text.

A.(All(Workers

B.(Referred(Workers

C.(NonVReferred(Workers

Table(11.(Simulated(Hiring(Individual(Experiment(VV(Based(on(Submission
Assuming(Top(1/2(of(Workers(Hired
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Submission On*Time- Accuracy Re*Applica6on
Performance--× 0.130 0.132 0.132 0.008
Non*Referred (0.129) (0.123) (0.123) (0.143)

Performance 0.163* 0.112 0.112 0.217*
(0.095) (0.081) (0.081) (0.119)

Non*Referred *0.122 *0.114 *0.165* *0.026
(0.106) (0.085) (0.098) (0.136)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observa6ons 435 435 435 435
R*squared 0.154 0.144 0.161 0.149

Data-from-Individual-and-Supplemental-Experiment
Appendix-Table-1.-Selec6on-into-Supplemental-Experiment

Dependent-Variable:-Accepted-Offer-in-Supplemental-Experiment

Notes:-Each-column-presents-the-results-of-a-separate-regression-of-an-indicator-for-a-worker-accep6ng-
our-offer-in-the-supplemental-experiment-a-measure-of-their-performance-in-the-individual-
experiment,--an-indicator-for-being-a-non*referred-worker,-and-their-interac6on.-Each-column-uses-a-
different-performance-measure-indicated-by-the-column-heading.-These-metrics-are-defined-in-the-
notes-of-Table-3.--An-observa6on-is-a-worker.-Each-regression-contains-controls-for-the-individual-
characteris6cs-listed-in-the-notes-of-Table-2-.-*,-**-denote-significance-at-the-10%-and-5%-levels.
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Earnings
Previous-

Jobs

Feedback-

Score

Posted-

Wage

Days-on-

oDesk

Tests-

Passed

English-

Score

Agency-

Affiliated
Degrees

Proposed-

Wage

0.060** 0.095** 0.203 0.233** 0.266** 0.156** 0.285** 0.317** 0.044 0.365**

(0.022) (0.043) (0.263) (0.051) (0.045) (0.038) (0.051) (0.033) (0.051) (0.047)

Constant 692.9 4.629 2.063 1.925 288.4 3.592 3.319 0.06 0.875 1.430

(110.5) (0.790) (1.266) (0.152) (33.97) (0.254) (0.243) (0.014) (0.049) (0.120)

ROsquared 0.014 0.009 0.001 0.037 0.060 0.031 0.057 0.146 0.001 0.102

ObservaRons 537 537 443 537 537 537 533 537 537 537

Appendix-Table--2.--RelaRonship-Between-Referrer-and-Referred-Worker-CharacterisRcs-

Referrer-CharacterisRc

Individual-and-Team-Experiment

Dependent-Variable:-Referred-Worker-CharacterisRc

Notes:--Each-column-reports-the-results-of-regressing-the-value-of-the-observable-characterisRc-for-the-referred-worker-on-the-same-observable-

characterisRc-for-her-referrer.-Each-column-uses-a-different-characterisRc,-indicated-by-the-column-header.-All-537-hired-referred-workers-from-the-

individual-and-team-experiments-are-included,-although-"Feedback-Score"-and-"English-Score"-are-missing-for-some-referred-workers.-Standard-errors-

are-clustered-by-referrer.--*,-**-denote-significance-at-the-10%-and-5%-levels.
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Included(
Referred(
Workers

Excluded(
Referred(
Workers

All(Referred(
Workers

How(Well(Referrer(Knows(Referral
1((Hardly(at(all) 1% 2% 2%
2 2% 2% 2%
3 5% 3% 4%
4 14% 9% 11%
5 20% 19% 19%
6((Extremely(Well) 57% 65% 63%

ObservaIons 535 1,315 1,850

Frequency(of(InteracIon
Less(than(Once(a(Month 3% 4% 4%
About(Once(a(Month 6% 4% 5%
Less(than(Weekly,(More(than(Monthly 8% 4% 5%
About(Once(a(Week 13% 9% 10%
Less(than(Daily,(More(than(Weekly 20% 14% 16%
About(Once(a(Day 19% 16% 17%
More(than(Once(a(Day 31% 47% 43%

ObservaIons 533 1,312 1,845

Number(of(People(Known(in(Common
0(to(4 21% 18% 19%
5(to(9 16% 16% 16%
10(to(19 16% 18% 17%
20(to(29 11% 10% 10%
30(or(more 37% 39% 38%

ObservaIons 535 1,315 1,850

SomeImes(Work(in(Same(Room 0% 44% 30%
ObservaIons 537 1,318 1,855

Appendix(Table(3.((CharacterisIcs(of(Referrals(from(Referrer(Reports
Individual(and(Team(Experiment

Notes:((This(table(presents(the(distribuIons(of(referrer(responses(to(quesIons(about(their(referral(
for(three(different(samples,(indicated(by(the(column(headings.(Included(Referred(Workers(are(
workers(we(hired(for(the(individual(or(team(experiment.(Excluded(referred(workers(were(workers(
who(were(referred(to(us,(but(whom(we(didn't(hire.((All(referred(workers(includes(both(groups.
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Frac%on(Referred( Summary(Observables Has(Experience Degrees Tests(Passed
Ex(Post(Same(
Slogan(Rate

No(Informa%on((Applicant(Pool(Average) 75% 44% 45% 1.20 3.63 44%
Observe(Characteris%cs(Only 90% 54% 80% 1.55 4.49 52%
Observe(Characteris%cs(&(Referral 99% 52% 70% 1.49 4.18 54%
Observe(Ex(Post(Performance 91% 46% 52% 1.35 3.83 73%

Frac%on(of(Referred(
Applicants(Hired

Summary(Observables Has(Experience Degrees Tests(Passed
Ex(Post(Same(
Slogan(Rate

No(Informa%on((Applicant(Pool(Average) 50% 47% 55% 1.28 3.92 52%
Observe(Characteris%cs(Only 60% 54% 82% 1.53 4.42 55%
Observe(Characteris%cs(&(Referral 66% 52% 70% 1.49 4.17 55%
Observe(Ex(Post(Performance 61% 47% 55% 1.37 3.92 73%

Frac%on(of(Referred(
Applicants(Hired

Summary(Observables Has(Experience Degrees Tests(Passed
Ex(Post(Same(
Slogan(Rate

No(Informa%on((Applicant(Pool(Average) 50% 37% 17% 0.96 2.77 20%
Observe(Characteris%cs(Only 20% 55% 68% 1.68 5.11 21%
Observe(Characteris%cs(&(Referral 2% 82% 100% 2.00 5.00 0%
Observe(Ex(Post(Performance 17% 38% 25% 1.06 2.88 79%

Appendix(Table(4.(Simulated(Hiring(Team(Experiment(TT(Based(on(Slogan(Matching
Assuming(Top(1/2(of(Workers(Hired

A.(All(Workers

B.(Referred(Workers

C.(Tradi%onal(Applicants

Notes:((Each(cell(presents(the(mean(of(the(sta%s%c(indicated(by(the(column(for(the(sample(indicated(by(the(panel(under(the(hiring(rule(indicated(by(the(row.(For(
example,(the(first(cell(with(a(sta%s%c(indicates(the(frac%on(of(hired(workers(that(would(be(referred(workers(if(employers(had(no(informa%on.(The(first(row(in(each(
panel(simulates(hiring(if(employers(had(no(informa%on(and(chose(whom(to(hire(at(random.(The(second(simulates(hiring(if(employers(observed(only(workers'(
resume(characteris%cs,(but(not(their(referral(status.(The(third(simulates(hiring(assuming(employers(observed(workers'(resume(characteris%cs(and(referral(status,(
while(the(fourth(simulates(hiring(if(employers(could(choose(the(workers(who(would(perform(best(ex(post.(In(all(cases,(the(performance(metric(is(submi_ng(the(
same(slogan(as(one's(partner.(The(first(five(columns(in(panel(A(refer(to(the(mean(characteris%cs(of(hired(workers(under(each(hiring(rule.(Summary(Observables(is(a(
summary(index(of(observable(characteris%cs,(defined(in(the(text.(The(final(column(presents(the(actual(slogan(matching(rate(of(the(hired(sample(under(each(rule.(
The(first(column(in(Panels(B(and(C,(respec%vely,(show(the(frac%on(of(referred(workers(and(nonTreferred(applicants(that(would(be(hired(under(each(rule.(The(next(
four(columns(show(the(average(characteris%cs(of(the(hired(referred(and(hired(nonTreferred(workers(under(each(rule(and(the(final(column(shows(the(average(slogan(
matching(rate(of(hired(referred(and(nonTreferred(workers.(Data(come(from(the(team(experiment.(More(details(about(the(simula%on(are(in(the(text.
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